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JVBL Mission Statement
The mission of the JVBL is to promote ethical and moral leadership and behavior by
serving as a forum for ideas and the sharing of “best practices.” It serves as a resource
for business and institutional leaders, educators, and students concerned about valuesbased leadership. The JVBL defines values-based leadership to include topics involving
ethics in leadership, moral considerations in business decision-making, stewardship of
our natural environment, and spirituality as a source of motivation. The Journal strives to
publish articles that are intellectually rigorous yet of practical use to leaders, teachers,
and entrepreneurs. In this way, the JVBL serves as a high quality, international journal
focused on converging the practical, theoretical, and applicable ideas and experiences of
scholars and practitioners. The JVBL provides leaders with a tool of ongoing self-critique
and development, teachers with a resource of pedagogical support in instructing valuesbased leadership to their students, and entrepreneurs with examples of conscientious
decision-making to be emulated within their own business environs.

Call for Papers
The JVBL invites you to submit manuscripts for review and possible publication. The JVBL
is dedicated to supporting people who seek to create more ethically and sociallyresponsive organizations through leadership and education. The Journal publishes
articles that provide knowledge that is intellectually well-developed and useful in
practice. The JVBL is a peer-reviewed journal available in both electronic and print fora.
The readership includes business leaders, government representatives, academics, and
students interested in the study and analysis of critical issues affecting the practice of
values-based leadership. The JVBL is dedicated to publishing articles related to:
1. Leading with integrity, credibility, and morality;
2. Creating ethical, values-based organizations;
3. Balancing the concerns of stakeholders, consumers, labor and management, and
the environment; and
4. Teaching students how to understand their personal core values and how such
values impact organizational performance.
In addition to articles that bridge theory and practice, the JVBL is interested in book
reviews, case studies, personal experience articles, and pedagogical papers. If you have
a manuscript idea that addresses facets of principled or values-based leadership, but
you are uncertain as to its propriety to the mission of the JVBL, please contact its editor.
While manuscript length is not a major consideration in electronic publication, we
encourage contributions of less than 20 pages of double-spaced narrative. As the JVBL is
in electronic format, we especially encourage the submission of manuscripts which
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utilize visual text. Manuscripts will be acknowledged immediately upon receipt. All efforts
will be made to complete the review process within 4-6 weeks.
By submitting a paper for review for possible publication in the JVBL, the author(s)
acknowledge that the work has not been offered to any other publication and
additionally warrant that the work is original and does not infringe upon another’s
copyright. If the submitted work is accepted for publication and copyright infringement
and/or plagiarism is successfully alleged with respect to that particular work, the
submitting author agrees to hold the JVBL harmless and indemnified against any
resulting claims associated therewith and further commits to undertaking all appropriate
corrective actions necessary to remedy this substantiated claim(s) of
infringement/plagiarism.
The submitting author shall provide contact information and indicate whether there are
co-authors to be listed (specifying which one will be the primary contact).
All material accepted for publication shall become the property of the JVBL and shall not
be reprinted in another publication or be distributed without the express written consent
of the JVBL.

Review Process
The JVBL seeks work that is clearly written and relevant to the Journal’s central theme,
yet imbued with analytical and intellectual excellence. In this respect, the editorial review
board shall consist of both leading scholars and respected high-level business leaders.
All manuscripts undergo a two-stage review process:
1) The editor and/or his or her representative will conduct a cursory review to
determine if the manuscript is appropriate for inclusion in the JVBL by examining
the relevance of the topic and its appeal to the Journal’s target readership. The
editor may: a) reject the manuscript outright, b) request submission of a revised
manuscript which will then be subject to a comprehensive in-house review, or c)
forward the manuscript for review pursuant to the provisions of the following
paragraph.
2) The editor will send the manuscript to three reviewers consisting of at least one
scholar and one practitioner. The third reviewer shall be chosen at the editor’s
discretion, depending upon the nature of the manuscript. Once reviews are
returned, the editor may: a) accept the manuscript without modification, b) accept
the document with specific changes noted, c) offer the author(s) the opportunity
to revise and resubmit the manuscript in response to the reviewers’ and editors’
comments and notations, or d) reject the manuscript. To be considered
publishable, the manuscript must be accepted by at least one of each type of
reviewer.

Privacy Notice
The material contained in this Journal is protected by copyright and may be replicated
only in a manner that is consistent with JVBL’s mission, goals, and activities.
Commercial replication is strictly prohibited. Prohibited uses include but are not limited
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to the copying, renting, leasing, selling, distributing, transmitting, or transfer of all or any
portions of the material, or use for any other commercial and/or solicitation purposes of
any type, or in connection with any action taken that violates the JVBL’s copyright. The
material is not to be used for mass communications without express written consent, but
may be downloaded for purposes of individual member use and communication. All
other uses are prohibited without prior written authorization from the JVBL. For any
information concerning the appropriate use of the material, please contact JVBL editor
Elizabeth Gingerich at 1.219.464.5044.
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…from the editor

L

eadership is a noble calling. In addition to meeting well-defined strategic
objectives, leaders must also help their organizations make meaningful
contributions to social issues, economic growth, and political stability. That's
why effective organizational leadership plays a vital role in shaping our world.
— Robert L. Joss
In our inaugural issue of the Journal of Values-Based Leadership (Winter/Spring 2008),
ethicist Michael McCuddy proposed three categories of leadership styles. On opposite
ends of the spectrum are “selfishness” (where egocentrism and greed are common
delineators) and “selflessness” (where altruism subsumes self-interest). A third category
was cited: “self-fullness” – a balancing of one’s objectives with due regard for the
interests of others – representing a more values-oriented, egalitarian approach to
decision-making.
In an attempt to further simplify the defining characteristics of values-based leaders,
perhaps one need not look further than empathy.
Few film connoisseurs can forget the iconic moment when the young daughter in Harper
Lee’s To Kill A Mockingbird embraces the wisdom of her father, Atticus, in cautioning his
children to refrain from judging individuals or situations prematurely. He warns of the
potential harm from such ill-informed, preconceived notions. As an example, the family’s
reclusive neighbor ‒ who had long been the subject of both local vitriolic gossip and
collective pity ‒ demonstrates his compassion by leaving Atticus’s children mementos
throughout the story and by ultimately saving their lives: "You never really understand a
person until you consider things from his point of view...until you climb into his skin and
walk around in it." All persons, and especially true leaders, need to learn about the
backgrounds and experiences of others to begin to understand and appreciate their
unique perspectives and challenges.
Do our leaders really fully consider the effects and anticipated consequences of their
leadership decisions – whether in business, governance, social settings, and
environmental contexts? For some, leadership is born through direct experience. For
example:
 James Brady (former Reagan White House Press Secretary) and Gabrielle Giffords
(former US Congresswoman-Arizona) assumed the helm of the gun reform
movement in the US after sustaining critical gunshot wounds in assassination
attempts.
 Ohio Senator Robert Portman has become an unlikely proponent of same-sex
marriage after his son, who is gay, advocated the expansion of nondiscrimination
laws to include sexual orientation and gender identity.
 A deadlocked US Congress recently voted to overturn that segment of The
Sequester which imposed furloughs of federal air traffic controllers at major US
hubs. This bipartisan decision occurred, however, only after receiving complaints
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However, others have failed to learn from lessons of the past or take advantage of
current challenges, displaying a rather flagrant paucity of empathy and ultimately poor
decision-making.
 Wal-Mart – the world’s largest retailer – has recently refused to sign an industrywide agreement addressing the prevention of conditions which led to the deaths
of over 1,000 Bangladeshi workers – predominantly young women and girls –
from the collapse of a dilapidated garment factory (eerily reminiscent of the tragic
deaths of 146 young female sewers in the Triangle Shirtwaist Factory fire in New
York City in 1911).
 On May 28, 2013, Wal-Mart incurred approximately 82 million USD in fines after
pleading guilty to improperly dumping hazardous waste into local sewer systems
in both California and Missouri – after nearly a decade of denying these same
accusations of environmental degradation.
 In the wake of the deaths of eleven men in the 2010 fiery explosion of a BP oil
platform ‒ precipitating the release of 210 million gallons of crude oil and 1.84
million gallons of chemical dispersants directly into the Gulf of Mexico, the
destruction of a finely-tuned ecosystem, and the ruination of myriad businesses ‒
former CEO Tony Hayward famously uttered the words: “You know, I’d like to get
my life back.”
 Leaders at Apple have only begun to widen the company’s supplier base and to
increase its risk diversity, partly in response to the public demand for reform of
exploitative labor practices at Foxconn, the world’s largest electronics
manufacturing company and historically the major supplier of Apple’s electronic
consumer goods.
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from constituents experiencing long travel delays ‒ and facing similar delays
themselves.

Action emanating from public pressure or resulting from direct personal experience may
produce leaders who genuinely strive to balance the interests of their stakeholders as an
integral component of their decision-making process. But individuals who assess longterm impacts and consequences of their contemplated business or policy decisions, who
are able to transcend their own immediate interests and weigh those of the vast panoply
of affected stakeholders, whose empathetic nature propels them to first “walk around in
someone else’s skin” before committing to a final judgment or decision, are leaders who
truly deserve the title of “values based.”

Elizabeth F. R. Gingerich, Ed.
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Buy High Sell Low:
Redefining Bean Counting in the
Coffee Industry for a Sustainable
Future

(r-l) CHARLES C. MANZ, KAREN P. MANZ, ROBERT D. MARX & PAMALA J. DILLON 1

Introduction
In recent years, it has become painfully apparent that some businesses have lost their
way. Pursuit of business values alone, such as maximized profit, reduced costs, and
efficiency ‒ without a counter balance of concern for societal and environmental values ‒ has
led to the downfall of many organizations (Manz, Anand, Joshi, & Manz, 2008). Ultimately,
the temptation of huge financial gains apparently caused executives and the companies they
led to sink into self-defeating corruptive practices. Company names like Enron and WorldCom
have all but become clichés, having received so much attention concerning their infamous
business scandals. Monumental ethical failings have earned some firms membership in a
virtual Hall of Shame. Examples include major abuses of financial firms in the U. S. mortgage
industry that ultimately helped cause a housing market collapse, and the infamous Ponzi
scheme of Bernie Madoff. In May 2012, JP Morgan Chase & Co. reported that risky
investments resulted in a loss of $2 billion in a six-week period, raising questions once
again about how much business has learned and changed their extreme financial
practices since the economic meltdown of 2008. Taken together, it becomes clear that all
has not been well in many industries and work settings.
Not only has seemingly undue attention to maximizing the financial side of business at all
1

This paper is a result of the authors’ on-going and on-site case study of the Dean’s Beans organization.
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costs done major damage to the world economy, it has also resulted in self-inflicted failure for
many companies that ultimately were forced to file for bankruptcy. Consequently, thousands
of workers lost not only their jobs, but their life’s savings. The mix of significant competitive
financial pressures with short-sighted and long-accepted management norms can have
toxic consequences for business and society and create a recipe for failure. More to the
point, an over-emphasis on traditional business values often associated with the
metaphor of bean counting – especially extreme attention to financial pursuits without
regard to their effects on people -- has resulted in neglect of less traditional business
values (Manz, Cameron, Manz & Marx, 2008).
Mental images of greedy managers abusing power from lavish executive suites in the pursuit
of unreasonable and unsustainable financial returns, have become common caricatures of
business. Yet, there are notable exceptions. In fact, increasing attention has recently been
devoted to more hopeful contemporary management concerns such as Corporate Social
Responsibility (CSR), Social Entrepreneurship (SE), and sustainability (Aguinis & Glavas,
2012; Epstein, 2008; Lawrence, Phillips & Tracey, 2012). Some examples of previously
neglected “non-bean-counting values” extending beyond monetary resources and the
bottom line that are finally entering discussions about effective business practice include
compassion, healing, flourishing, resilience, and justice (Cameron & Spreitzer, 2011).
Choices do exist regarding the kind of stand taken in doing business. However, it is a
false choice to assume that healthy profitability and sincerely serving others while trying
to make the world a better place cannot coexist.
In this article, we consider contemporary practices in the coffee industry that can lead to the
broader benefit of a sustainable approach to business. Notably, we describe some of the
practices of a small, specialty coffee roaster in western Massachusetts to illustrate
concepts such as Fair Trade, organic farming, and sustainability ‒ all which have become
important business principles for some coffee companies. The case of CEO Dean Cycon
and the company he founded – Dean’s Beans, Organic, Fair Trade Coffee
(www.deansbeans.com) – illustrates these trends in a dramatic way. Cycon is a social
entrepreneur who has created a successful business as a vehicle for positive social
change rather than for personal gain. His unconventional business model “Buy High-Sell
Low” challenges traditional business assumptions by simultaneously growing profits and
improving the lives of coffee farmers in 11 countries, his employees, his customers, the
local community where his roasting facility is located, and the various other stakeholders
of his organization. Cycon tackles issues of sustainability, women’s rights, Fair Trade,
and more through the purchase, roasting, and sale of the simple beans that go into our
coffee mugs and are an important part of our morning routines.

Coffee: Some Background
In this section we report on the business of coffee. The coffee industry reflects the
emergence of several organization-related trends concerning tensions between
establishment of sound business practices that yield adequate profits for survival while
meeting the challenges of social fairness and environmental sustainability (Bacon,
Mendez, Gliessman, Fairtrade International, 2011; Goodman & Fox, 2008; Brundtland,
1987; Epstein, 2008; Giovannucci & Ponte, 2005; Shipper, Manz, Manz & Harris, 2013;
World Fair Trade Organization, 2009).
JOURNAL OF VALUES-BASED LEADERSHIP
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The Business of Growing and Brewing Coffee
Coffee processing is an ever-growing industry in the U.S. with revenue of $8.8 billion in
2011, which includes sales of roasted coffee and ground coffee products. According to
the National Coffee Association USA, over 50 percent of Americans drink at least one
cup of coffee every day. Our daily cup of coffee is the result of a long production stream,
originating at the farm and finally flowing into the cup, at home, work, or a local coffee
house. Where the coffee comes from, how it was grown, what makes it unique, and the
journey it takes are not questions frequently pondered by coffee drinkers as they
anticipate the energizing effects of that first hit of caffeine in the morning to jump-start
their day. Yet appreciating the path that coffee travels is essential to understanding the
coffee industry. It starts as the seed of a ripe red “cherry” fruit grown on a shrub-like
evergreen tree where it is picked, de-pulped, and washed, and then subsequently dried,
shipped, roasted, packaged, sold, and finally brewed.
Coffee trees grow best in tropical climates at certain altitudes, typically found between
the Tropic of Cancer and Tropic of Capricorn. This limits the availability of suitable
growing climates and these regions tend to be in developing countries, including
Guatemala, Indonesia, Vietnam, Peru, and Papua New Guinea. In many areas of the
world, coffee is picked by hand, as the cherries on a tree ripen at different rates,
resulting in a labor intensive effort. A single coffee tree produces enough cherries for
only one to two pounds of roasted coffee per year, and takes four to five years to mature
to the point of producing cherries.
Coffee is grown by 25 million farmers in 80 countries, providing a livelihood for 125
million people globally. According to the Fairtrade Foundation ‒ the product certification
system associated with around 90% of all Fair Trade sold annually around the world ‒ 70
% of all coffee is farmed by small land holders with less than 10 hectares (or about 24
acres) of land. Coffee farming is a financially uncertain undertaking as prices bend to the
whims of the commodities market, and, like any agricultural product, a successful
growing season depends on the weather. These issues make it difficult to establish a
sustainable industry that provides adequate resources for small coffee farmers to rise
above subsistence level (Giovannucci et al., 2008). There are fluctuations in price that
fall outside of their control; weather or natural disasters can affect production and
potential diseases can devastate crops in any given year. There is a certain leap of faith
in investing funds to grow coffee when potential income can fluctuate greatly. There are
ways, however, that the specialty coffee industry is attempting to nurture a sustainable
industry, focusing heavily on the success of small to mid-sized coffee producers who
produce the vast amount of premium and gourmet coffees, for without these small
producers, the quality of the coffee would suffer and the landscape of the industry would
be greatly changed.

Sustainability and Fair Trade in the Coffee Business
Sustainability encompasses a way of thinking regarding people, planet, and profit that
takes into account the needs of future generations (Brundtland, 1987). Often,
sustainability is mentioned in relation to environmental impacts or the sustainability of
business; however, we take a more comprehensive view of sustainability that
encompasses social, economic, and environmental well-being. In the specialty coffee
VOLUME VI • ISSUE II • SUMMER/FALL 2013
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There are numerous certifications geared toward sustainability issues that affect the
specialty coffee industry. Some are focused on environmental impacts, some on social
impacts, others on economic impacts, and still some on combinations of any of the
three. A sampling of these certifications includes Rainforest Alliance, Utz Kapeh,
Smithsonian Bird Friendly, 4 Cs, and Organic and Fair Trade. Fair Trade is one that
encompasses all three dimensions of sustainability, including economic, social, and
environmental issues (Giovannucci & Ponte, 2005).
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industry, there seems to be a greater acknowledgement of the importance of
sustainability.

According to the World Fair Trade Organization (2009), “Fair Trade is a trading
partnership, based on dialogue, transparency, and respect, that seeks greater equity in
international trade. It contributes to sustainable development by offering better trading
options to, and securing the rights of, marginalized producers and workers – especially
in the [Global] South.” This is achieved both through commitments to specific principles
guiding operations, as well as the provision of financial premiums provided to producers.
Fair Trade covers numerous products, ranging from coffee to flowers, textiles, crafts, and
toys.
Within the coffee industry, Fair Trade certification by Fairtrade International entails
distinct social, environmental, and economic standards covering the categories of Trade,
Production, and Business and Development. Social standards require that participants
have a democratic governance structure and transparent administration, promote social
and economic development of its members, and not discriminate on the basis of race,
religion, gender, politics, and ethnic or social origin. Economic standards include the fair
and transparent administration of the Fair Trade premium. Environmental standards are
intended to ensure that the producer and its members protect the natural environment.
In addition to the generic industry standards, product specific standards must also be
met. These include additional social, economic, and environmental development
standards germane to the product. For instance, one of the standards specific to coffee
is that $.05 of the Fair Trade premium be used toward the improvement of productivity
and/or quality of Fair Trade coffee. On the buyers’ side of purchasing Fair Trade green
coffee, the buyer must provide prepayment of up to 60% of the price of the contract at
the producer’s request, providing financial assistance up front to take care of production
issues.

Fair Trade and Organic Coffee: The Financial (“Bean Counting”) Side
Fair Trade, coffee, and social responsibility are intimately linked. Although it is estimated
that less than 1% of coffee flows through this system, there is growing support and
participation with a one-year growth of 14% between 2007 and 2008 according to the
Food and Agricultural Organization of the United Nations. In 2010, Fairtrade
International reported that coffee, the highest volume product, grew 19%. It may be the
close connections along the coffee production stream between growers, importers, and
roasters, or the social nature of the drink itself, but there are strong bonds between the
coffee industry and sustainability. The reliance on small producers in the coffee industry
highlights the importance of their survival in a way that improves their well-being and
ensures continued success.
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One of the main financial issues within the production of coffee is the overall price a
farmer can expect to receive for the green coffee beans (Bacon, Mendez, Ernesto,
Gliessman, Goodman & Fox, 2008). The two varieties of coffee, Arabica and Robusta,
are traded as a commodity with prices being set on the New York Stock Exchange (for
Arabica) and the London Stock Exchange (for Robusta). The market fluctuates
continuously, causing boom and bust years for coffee growers. For example, in
December of 2010, the commodities price for Arabica was $2.43 per pound in
comparison to a 30-year low in 2001 at 45 cents per pound. Many coffee growers are
price takers, stuck with the commodity price of the coffee. The certification schemes
provide a way for farmers to differentiate their crops and have some control over the
price. Fair Trade is one of the most popular certifications in the coffee industry as it
provides the security of a minimum price.
Fair Trade provides a guaranteed minimum price as well as premiums for either Fair
Trade coffee or organic coffee. In early 2012, the premium for Fair Trade was 20 cents
per pound, of which 5 cents had to be used for productivity and/or quality, and the Fair
Trade/organic premium was 30 cents per pound. The guaranteed minimum price
(without the premiums) varies according to the variety of coffee (Arabica and Robusta)
and how it is initially processed (natural or washed). The guaranteed minimum for
washed Arabica in early 2012 was $1.40, but since the commodity price on the NYSE
was higher, the higher price became the guaranteed minimum and the farmer received
minimally that price plus the premium.
Now that we have provided some basic background about the coffee industry, we will
next focus on a distinctive example of a socially-conscious and successful
entrepreneurial coffee business. Dean’s Beans practices and its activities illustrate how
an organization can blend emphasis on meeting important social concerns with attention
to critical business details that together help create a platform for a sustainable future.
Additionally, this small entrepreneurial firm serves as a dramatic example of how
business, even at a relatively small scale, can have a broad ranging impact on the
environment and people in need across the globe when nontraditional business values
and objectives become a central part of the organization’s mission.

Redefining Bean Counting at Dean’s Beans
In this section, we offer an organizational case based on an in-progress, multi-year study
by the authors. Our data collection has included on-site visits, interviews, and review of
the company’s detailed website, various facets of the strong media presence of the CEO
and the business (e.g., on Link TV, blogs, various print sources), and a comprehensive
book written by the CEO (Cycon, 2007).
CEO Dean Cycon founded Dean’s Beans, a small specialty coffee roaster in 1993. The
company employs ten people at its office and roastery site in western Massachusetts.
However, its “boundaryless” approach to business enables it to have impact well beyond
its absolute size. In fact, its influence is felt by thousands of stakeholders, including
coffee growers, customers, and the many who benefit from the lessons it teaches about
socially- responsible business on its website and through Cycon’s public presentations.
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While Dean’s Beans is serious about organizational success, its approach to having a
viable business that survives and thrives over the long run is not based on a “business
as usual” platform consisting of reduced cost, efficiency, aggressive marketing, and
other traditional pillars of management. Rather, Cycon’s distinctive strategy is to truly
operate according to values that are consistent with the reason the business was
created in the first place. In his book, Javatrekker: Dispatches From the World of Fair
Trade Coffee (Cycon, 2007), Cycon states, “I was trying to develop and prove a business
model — one based on respect,
ethics and justice — to support my
To me, growth is the
family and employees, and to have a
outcome of good business;
good time doing it. The model had
to be flexible as well. We needed to
it’s not the goal.
be able to change our approach to
‒Dean Cycon
development, pricing, and any other
aspect of our relationship with the
farmers that might need adjustment as time and experience revealed.”
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Dean’s Beans coffee is imported from 11 countries ‒ predominantly South America and
Africa. The www.deansbeans.com website and cafes and restaurants account for the
majority of sales with a variety of other outlets including Whole Food Supermarkets. It
has grown at an average of 10-15 percent annually and has become a $4 million
business with 10% after-tax profits.

All of the company’s whole bean specialty coffees are certified organic and Fair Trade
and are roasted in small batches at the roastery. Planting, care, harvesting, and
processing of the beans are done in conformity with international standards for the
health of farmers and their environment, as well as to produce high quality coffee. The
company only purchases shade-grown coffees (avoiding the use of pesticides) in order to
support healthy environments for coffee growers and to protect the critical migratory bird
habitat. The company is committed to the idea that the quality of its coffees includes
respect for the quality of life of its “partners” (small coffee farmers) in coffee-growing
countries worldwide and for the sustainability of the physical environment.
Both Cycon and Dean’s Beans provide an interesting case example of redefining the
nature of business, especially with respect to the metaphorical “bean counting” side,
and can be described using four primary themes: 1) business can be a powerful tool for
accomplishing social good; 2) promoting sustainability requires a sound sustainable
business; 3) greater positive change can be achieved by removing boundary limits of the
organization; and 4) high quality communication is the integrating factor for success.

1) Business Can Be a Powerful Tool for Accomplishing Social Good
Cycon had been a lawyer and social activist and created the company as a way to
continue his social activism through business. He wanted to humanize as opposed to
commoditize relationships with coffee growers. The goal was to establish a company that
prioritized social and environmental values over profit. Cycon made a notable journey
from law to development work to organizing and supporting small coffee growers. His
focus was not on financial gain. Rather, for Cycon, business was viewed as a tool for
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creating social good, especially for disempowered peoples such as small-scale coffee
growers.
The company is a founding member of Cooperative Coffees, Inc., the first roasters’
cooperative created to buy direct, Fair Trade coffee from farmer co-ops, and to make it
available to any small roaster who wants to participate in the Fair Trade movement.
Dean’s Beans is an active member of the Fair Trade Federation
(www.fairtradefederation.org), an international organization dedicated to Fair Trade, and
of the United Nation’s Global Compact (www.unglobalcompact.org), which promotes
good corporate practices in the areas of human rights, labor, the environment, and anticorruption.
The Dean’s Beans website states: “What we do is a reflection of our highest values, so
it’s no wonder that we are 100% Fair Trade and 100% Organic.” CEO Dean Cycon put it
more bluntly: “What good is a story from an oil giant who funds a development project in
an indigenous community after stealing their land and polluting their waters? Or from a
department store who works with a group of Haitian artisans, but who sources the rest of
their products from sweatshops?” He recounts a time when he asked himself these
kinds of questions while visiting another company’s work operation where he noticed a
woman in anguish, shaking her head and then lowering it into her hands. It’s
“Companies like these that put a halt on progress towards positive social change.”
Cycon tells another story about representing Dean’s Beans at a conference sponsored by
the United Nations devoted to promoting women’s empowerment through business. He
explained Dean’s Beans is on the Leadership Group for the Development of Women’s
Empowerment Principles. While supportive of such an effort, Cycon is concerned about
the fine line the UN is walking. On the one hand, such a forum can bring companies
together to discuss and address advancement of gender equality as well as other social
and environmental goals. On the other hand, the risk is that a platform is created for
some companies to “trumpet token development projects that in reality only mask their
‘business as usual’ approach.” Cycon explains, “This sort of ‘fair washing,’ ‘green
washing’ is something we see all the time in the world of Fair Trade coffee, and we aren’t
fooled. While their small-scale projects might be good in and of themselves, when taken
in the greater context of the companies’ overall business practices, they do nothing else
but to define for us the meaning of hypocrisy.”
Dean's Beans views its business approach as a fully integrated, progressive coffee trade
system. One clue to its business model is the paradoxical theme “Buy High, Sell Low.”
Cycon translates this to mean, pay the farmer the highest possible price for his coffee
beans so his cooperative can garner a fair profit, while at the same time selling the
finished product to the consumer at the lowest price. This way, the company makes
enough profit to sustain its modest growth while offering the consumer a high quality
product at an attractive price and concomitantly supporting a socially-responsible
business. The intent is that each player in the production and distribution cycle ‒ from
the farmer to the consumer ‒ participates in socially-just and environmentallyresponsible trade.
Cycon believes that Fair Trade needs to be viewed beyond financial concerns despite the
focus on fair payment to farmers. As he points out, the “focus can be too much on
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money with Fair Trade, an economic model … instead, the focus needs to be more on
social change.” So even though Fair Trade establishes a basis for growers to receive
more for their work (a fairer return for their labor), too much emphasis on money alone
limits its power. Again, his main tenet appears to be to look beyond the financial “bean
counting” side and examine the broader trade system and the potential good that can be
created through business. “Buy High, Sell Low” is a catchy phrase that challenges
traditional views of business, but it is not intended to perpetuate a continued focus on
the financial side. Fairness, empowerment, learning, sustainability, and other important
principles expand the potential beyond a changed approach to monetary exchange and
distribution … it expands and redefines the very nature and goal of business.

2) Promoting Sustainability Requires a Sound Sustainable Business
On the company website, Dean’s Beans is self-described as “a pretty wacky crew with an
unwavering commitment to sustainable development.” From the beginning, when Dean
Cycon founded the company, he prioritized finding effective ways to preserve natural
resources and give back to coffee communities across the globe. That mindset has
remained an important part of the organizational culture over the years and has helped
the company resist pressures to lessen its emphasis on social responsibility coming from
competition that is not burdened by the degree of commitment to sustainable business
practices it requires.
The company uses the label “Comprehensive Sustainability Strategy (CSS)” to describe
its overall approach which considers social and environmental impacts through the
entire supply chain and prioritizes taking meaningful actions to reduce any negative
impacts and increase positive ones. An example of a way the company has worked to
implement this strategy is through preparation of an annual CO2 Emissions Report. This
document reports and interprets its carbon emissions in comparison with previous years,
which helps to evaluate its environmental impact and guide further adjustments in
pursuit of the goal of being a carbon neutral business. These considerations are also in
operation at the Dean’s Beans roastery and office site. For example, solar panels have
been installed and recyclable Kraft bags are used for over 80% of the coffee orders,
thereby eliminating an estimated 1 million plastic bags (which are used by most coffee
companies) from landfills.
Yet the company recognizes that in order to contribute to social good, Dean’s Beans has
to be a sustainable financially viable and reasonably successful business. The company
prioritizes having the highest quality product and delivering world-class service; it relies
on a variety of smart business practices. In a recent interview, we asked CEO Dean
Cycon to identify some of the more important business practices that the company has
used to achieve sustained profitability while continuing to offer a fair wage to the coffee
growers and an attractive price to his customers. His answers included adopting a leaner
coffee roasting process, selling directly to customers, and more effectively managing
human resources both within and outside the company.
Cycon explained ‒ based on targeted guidance from a “lean process consultant” – that
the adjusted placement of machinery and supplies in its roasting facility has achieved a
30% increase in process speed, thereby realizing significant cost savings. Further, it
saves 25% by selling directly rather than operating through distributors. Direct sales to
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food co-ops, supermarkets (such as Whole Foods), and most importantly to consumers
online, allows Dean’s Beans to create a tight growing network of customers who choose
its brand because of the quality and values that Dean’s Beans symbolizes. These cost
saving practices directly enable Dean’s Beans to adhere it its “Buy High, Sell Low”
business philosophy.
Effective management of human resources, motivation, and morale of employees within
the company are supported by an involved organizational culture and generous benefits.
Some specifics include 100% healthcare benefits with no co-pay, annual bonuses, IRA
contributions, and empowerment of workers to implement their suggested changes in
their own ways. As a result, Dean’s Beans has become one of the most sought after jobs
in its locale. Outside of the Dean’s Beans local roastery, especially in its coffee-growing
communities, empowerment and development are applied to gain support beyond the
official workforce of the firm. This includes the creation of farmer cooperatives and
providing training and support that allows strengthening of non-employee human
resources that help make up the Dean’s Beans supply chain.
Dean’s Beans simultaneous emphasis on being a successful business and adhering to a
socially-conscious, sustainable approach is reflected in its message to customers that
says – “we know that you keep coming back for more, in part because our coffee is
fantastic, and in part because our values guide us day in and day out.” As a notable
example, reflecting on the difficult year of 2009 — which consisted of a near economic
collapse, vast loss of jobs and personal savings, political polarization, and even a swine
flu epidemic — the company reported that it stayed true to its values. The company
actually grew while giving away thousands of pounds of coffee to people who customers
reported were having a particularly difficult time. Meanwhile, it moved forward with its
programs to assist the small grower farmers who supplied its coffee. Despite a
significant rise in the price of coffee that year, caused in part by a fall in the value of the
dollar to record lows internationally, it continued to pay farmers a full Fair Trade premium
(this actually increased money received by its farmer suppliers) and the company chose
not to pass the increased costs to consumers. The result — in the words of a company
report — was a “16% growth in sales. The mystery of progressive commerce!”

3) Greater Positive Change Can Be Achieved by Removing Organizational
Boundary Limits
In a very real sense, Dean’s Beans treats suppliers and customers as an extended part
of the organization. Essentially, it operates as an informal network organization as
Cycon’s carefully-honed and engaging communication skills and his energized actions
weave a synergistic and collaborative relationship from the farmers to the customers
then back to the farmer communities and beyond.
It all begins with the organization’s core value of “People Centered Development” which
is at the heart of the Dean’s Beans mission and operations. The Dean’s Beans website
explains:
People-Centered Development (PCD) is an approach to international development that focuses
on the real needs of local communities for the necessities of life (clean water, health care,
income generation) that are often disrupted by conventional development assistance…First of
all, we only do projects when asked and invited in by the community, not by the government or
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So where does the money come from? It's all from our sales at Dean's Beans. We don't do much
advertising and we don't have a sales and marketing staff. I'd rather spend eight thousand
dollars creating a revolving loan fund to build wells in Ethiopia than to do some cheesy one-shot
ad on radio or TV. It's amazing how far your coffee dollars can go when put directly into the
hands of the people who need them... with a little help from their friends!
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some large foreign aid agency. When we visit, we talk to the farmers, women's groups and
others about what the biggest problems are in the community. Then we talk priorities - theirs,
not ours. We then work directly with the community to design a project that will address their
expressed priorities. We try not to bring in outside (or even local) organizations if the people
themselves can manage the project.

We are also in contact with our farmers by email and visits year round. This way, we can offer
advice and strategic planning on all sorts of important issues (including baseball).

Local empowerment and self-reliance of small coffee farmers are promoted through the
company’s Fair Trade purchases and Cycon’s work with local grassroots development
and human rights groups. The company roasts organic coffees and purchases beans
from villages and importers who are committed to Fair Trade practices and working
towards better economic opportunities and improved health and nutrition in the villages.
By offering the farmers a Fair Trade price — typically one dollar per pound above what
the beans would sell for on the commodities market — Dean’s Beans is able to assist
cooperatives, largely comprised of indigenous peoples who are trying to maintain their
culture and lifestyles in a challenging and changing world. In addition, a bonus premium
may be paid if the cooperative includes women in its membership and decision-making.
Dean’s Beans does not buy beans from large estates and farms out of concern for the
conditions of chronic poverty and malnutrition that larger farms can foster.
By creating coffee farmer cooperatives and developing and training these communities
to manage their own development programs, Dean’s Beans has been able to strengthen
members of its supply chain and save money and resources in many ways. First, the
company introduces entrepreneurial training through a loan fund that helps communities
launch small enterprises. One such business was a Peruvian honey farm which sold its
product locally and later exported it to the U.S. where it was sold in supermarkets. Many
of these businesses have been sustained for many years because of the training and
development activities directed by Dean Cycon and his colleagues when they visit the
coffee cooperatives on a regular basis.
Also, Cycon has hired a brokering service, enabling the company to avoid retaining
expensive supervisory staff in each country while facilitating the business process with
help from outside its official employee ranks. The service works with each cooperative to
arrange shipment of the beans to the U.S., shepherding the shipment through customs
and arranging for delivery to the Dean’s Beans roasting facility. For these outside
services, Dean’s Beans pays eight thousand dollars per year vs. the eighty thousand it
would cost to have a person on the ground — a savings of 90%.
After the coffee is transported to Dean’s Beans, roasted and made ready for sale, then
the collaborative support and funds from sales to customers come into play. Customers
are attracted not only to the coffee and its price, but also to the goals and projects of
Dean’s Beans. The organization’s efforts are extensive and give tribute not only to Cycon
and his employees, but also to the legion of collaborative partners.
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In a recent update on Dean’s Beans international development work, for example, the
company reported on efforts in Peru that include helping to reforest the sacred lands of
the Ashaninkas people, establishing a loan program that is the only source of funds for
co-op women, and assisting in the provision of latrines to promote better sanitary health
conditions in the region. In Columbia, they assisted in starting a land repurchase
program to help return communal land to the people, and supported job training for
coffee farmers disabled by explosives during the ongoing violence in their country.
Dean’s Beans brought water to a school in Begele Gorbitu, Ethiopia and paid the salary
of a highly qualified teacher that was three times the amount the government would pay
for a less qualified teacher. In Kenya, training on Fair Trade and organic growing
techniques was offered that attracted farmers representing ten thousand co-op
members. In Nicaragua, the design and funding of a café/roasting facility modeled after
a similar previous project in Leone that supports land mine victims, was initiated.
Organic certification and training for farmers and funding for a micro-loan program were
provided in Papua, New Guinea. In Rwanda, assisted by the UN, Men-OvercomingGender-Violence training was extended to other cooperatives and a basket-weaving
program was started for female genocide survivors. The list goes on and on suggesting
the wide range of constructive impact business can have when priorities addressing the
real needs of people and communities connected with their supply chain are at the top
of an organization’s mission list.
In addition, Dean’s Beans supports domestic projects with disenfranchised communities
such as Native Americans, the homeless and disabled, and local community members.
Proceeds from the sale of a specially designated Dean’s Bean coffee, for example, has
sponsored the work of Partners in Health in Haiti and sales from Somali refugee
women’s handmade Dean’s Beans burlap coffee bag totes (sold on the Dean’s Beans
website) bring income to these women and their families residing in Massachusetts. The
company operates so as to assure that every cup and every pound of coffee it sells
contributes directly to the welfare of the communities of both coffee growers and
consumers.

4) High Quality Communication is the Integrating Factor for Success
Dean Cycon is a communicator par excellence. He is not only a highly-skilled speaker
and writer, but he has an innate ability to connect well with people face to face. He is a
“people person” who is engaging, witty, and acts with integrity to help fill in gaps carved
out by injustice and hardship due to primarily economic and other socially-based
barriers. He addresses the basic livelihood of those least able -- on their own -- to face
powerful social forces. He strives to bring people together with new learning and
resources so “that people control their own destiny rather than being recipients of
charity.” Stakeholders (notably growers) are taught, and empowered to create, wideranging social benefits for themselves and others in their communities.
Cycon, the communicator and avid story teller, however, does not stop here. He is on the
move speaking to audiences at universities across the United States, at local libraries or
bookstores in local communities, at political or business forums such as conferences or
the United Nations, and on the radio and TV. He speaks about what he has directly
experienced with the coffee growers and their challenges, learning, and
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Dean’s Beans communication and effectiveness are supported by an active social media
presence including a broadly-developed website, www.deansbeans.com. The website is
a uniquely information-rich record of the social initiatives and business ventures of Dean
Cycon, CEO and his company. It serves as a reservoir of first-hand, on-site, and
continuously updated examples of a socially-conscious business in practice. The
company’s website contains a veritable library of information about the company and its
values through ongoing entries (blogging) over the 19 years the company has been in
existence. The site includes video clips, interviews, articles about the countries and
farmers that grow its coffee, and social interventions that Cycon has initiated over the
years.
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accomplishments within their coops and communities. He shares what he has learned
over the years with Dean’s Beans as a businessman who deals in Fair Trade and
practices principles of sustainability and challenges others, especially within the industry
and in business in general, to think and operate differently beyond the bottom line.

The Dean’s Beans website home page is a snapshot of the transparency and broadness
of the company and is highly reflective of the personality of Cycon himself. Its engaging
portals to “What’s Brewing,” “Meet the Growers,” “Design and Name Your Own Custom
Blend,” and “From the Frontiers of Coffee” act as a collective gateway to a plethora of
information and examples about successful, socially-conscious, organizational practices.
The interlinking of the website pages ensure that everyone will crisscross into the realms
of Fair Trade, sustainability, or the social issues of the coffee growers and beyond. This
seamless integration is a reflection of Cycon’s leadership of the company’s activities
from the beginning point where the coffee is grown to the end point where a generous
portion of the proceeds from sale of the coffee product returns to the coffee grower
communities.
This website successfully brings attention to the social mission and coffee products of
Dean’s Beans around the world as it also creates a unique social network between the
many farming cooperatives it supports and the growing legions of customers it serves. In
addition, the goal of Cycon to inform and educate the public about a socially-responsible
and profitable way to do business is realized.

Conclusion
In this article, we have addressed some crucial business challenges for organizations
desiring a sustainable future. We especially focused on the coffee industry which, at times,
has served as a breeding ground for exemplary practices supporting sustainability, Fair Trade,
and other socially-responsible business practices. At the same time, this industry supports
large corporate agricultural businesses that have paid little attention beyond their return
on investment. It is becoming increasingly apparent that pursuit of business values alone,
concerned with things like cost, efficiency, and profit, are not enough. Rather, a counterbalance of concern for societal and environmental values can be an important part of
providing a worthwhile purpose for businesses beyond survival and financial return. And, just
as important, it can help lay the foundation for sustainable strength throughout the supply
chain from growers and suppliers to customers and affected communities.
Dean's Beans provides a powerful example of a coffee business that reflects this kind of
balance. The company describes itself as having a fully-integrated progressive coffee
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trade system where business exists to have a positive impact in the world rather than to
maximize personal returns. This has led to an unconventional business model reflected
in the paradoxical strategy of “Buy High, Sell Low” which is achieved through a multitude
of collaborative efforts. More specifically, the company views business as a tool for
doing social good, while recognizing that its ability to communicate and promote sociallyresponsible practices ‒ such as environmental sustainability ‒ requires a sound
sustainable business. Also, its actions are consistent with the ideas that greater positive
change is enabled by removing normal organizational boundary limits and having a focus
that even in difficult times, goes beyond traditional “bean counting.” Dean’s Beans
intends to serve as a model of a virtuous business -- the hope is that other coffee
companies and businesses will be challenged and inspired by its business model and
will follow its lead. As a result, Dean’s Beans has unleashed a capacity for sustaining the
health of the organization while boosting the constructive social, environmental, and
economic impact of its efforts.
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Abstract
This paper evaluates the role of leadership in the NHS in times of austerity, times that
are characterised by budgetary cuts and privatisation. As state employees, the role of
today’s NHS leaders is to enforce austerity measures by administering thought and
praxis, socially reproducing, at microlevels, ideologies and politics that are
circumscribed by the government that employs them. The paper inspects the moral
worth of NHS leaders and the mechanisms they utilise upon the workforce to enable
them to take forward austerity, that is, to fulfill their role.

Introduction
The current UK economic situation precipitates the need to enquire into the role of the
public sector leader in times of austerity who oversees the ability to provide services for
the population endangered by the economic burden. The paramount assertions,
established to guide the discussion, surround concepts of moral leadership. Gini (Gini,
1997) asserted that: “all leadership, whether good or bad, is moral leadership at the
descriptive if not the normative level.” He also stressed that leadership is “ideologically
driven or motivated” and hence, leaders hold an “agenda” as well as certain “values”
and “beliefs.” Public sector organisations are subordinated to, and realise the objectives
of, state power. Consequently, this paper defines public sector leaders as state
employees who are financially retributed for meeting those objectives. This means a
contractual and financial relationship where the leader delivers politics that materialise,
inevitably, through the manual and intellectual labour of others. The current financial
retribution to leaders, for example, in the NHS, escalates up to a quarter of a million
pounds. Such is the case for Maggie Boyle (Leeds NHS Trust) or Robert Nalyor (UCLH
London); for others, the minimum pay might be circa £130.000 which compares with
Prime Minister David Cameron’s salary. Money consolidates power. These figures not
only represent an incentive for efficient performance, but they also demonstrate the
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Austerity as Maxim
The ideological force that drives a leader’s performance is enacted by the government
while the salary received plays a substantial motivating part. It is argued that the
government, their agency, conceives Kant’s categorical imperative (Kant et al., 1993) of
“Act only on that maxim through which you can at the same time will that it should
become a universal law” as a regulation for the social reproduction of their politics. By
this, it is not intended to award the current state with a high moral status; on the
contrary, the government, as guardian of the capitalist system, appeals to the categorical
imperative in a Kantian fashion, understood as their urgency for permanent reproduction
(Boisier 2005). However, their ideas and ideals are discursively articulated to the
populous in terms of maxims. Consistently, leaders recreate government politics within
their territoriality conforming, at the same time, to Kant’s hypothetical imperative that is
conditioned by personal motives, named (within others) by their salaries.
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inappropriate extent of a public service hierarchical structure and the remoteness of
leaders’ living standards in comparison with their subordinates.

As capitalism collapses into an imposed age of austerity marked by fiscal budgetary cuts,
the disappearance of public services, and job losses, the current Conservative-Liberal
government’s “Big Society” initiative aims to decentralise power and finances. By this,
the state disengages from the responsibility of public services provision and
administration “under the illusion of local empowerment” (Grint & Holt, 2011). Austerity
measures, per se, embody a larger global project of perpetrating capitalist relationships
of production within the government’s logic; these measures are aimed to rescue the
market economy. These procedures cascade through all aspects of social life and are
particularly noticed within public services. Leaders, as the higher authorities of
institutions and paid workers of the state are, indisputably, responsible for implementing
and enforcing austerity within their respective jurisdictions.

Farewell to Morals
In the contemporary context of cuts and reform of public services, Pollit (Pollitt, 2010)
asserted that leaders must consider the ethical issues of pretending that “cuts will not
hurt anyone” and the legitimacy in terms of convincing the population of the rationality
and social justice of such measures. As he points out, the latter would present a
‘legitimacy crisis’ requiring a more elaborated rational and strategy. Pollit proposal is
part of the broader implications of medical leadership; Chervenak’s (Chervenak &
McCullough, 2001) work on the moral foundations of physicians’ leaders would provide
the basis for discussing the moral nature of current NHS leaders that enables them to
undertake their role in these times of austerity.
NHS leaders are trained and shaped to serve organisational purposes. The NHS
Leadership Academy is the body responsible for professionalising and developing
“outstanding leadership in health.” The Leadership Qualities Framework (LQF), a main
document that defines certain domains and behaviours, has been designed by the Hay
Group, a global management consulting company with long-standing services to
multinational clients. Dismembering the framework invokes a four- staged progression
system that ranges from individual team practice to that contained within a national level
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position (it also provides a variation for the Clinical and Medical arenas). The seven LGF
domains include personal qualities; they comprise business appropriate themes such as
working with others, improving and managing services, creating vision, setting direction,
and delivering the strategy. Each domain is further subdivided into descriptors entailing
behaviours, skills, knowledge, and attitudes that must be attained (Leadership Qualities
Framework 2012). The LQF is simply a tailored made framework based on innumerable
business models that leaves behind the complications of moral values that are pertinent
to social professions. Furthermore, the stipulated differences between managerial,
clinical, and medical areas are simply an inadequate and false paradigm when
referencing a public service.
It is useful to enquire into the moral values that leaders in the health profession should
possess, Chervenak’s work initiates this discussion by quoting Plato for whom a leader is
one “who commits himself and is trained for a life of service and devotion to fellow
citizens” (Plato 1997 in Chervenak and McCullough, 2001). He also asserts that the role
of leaders is to shape an organisational culture that supports fiduciary professionalism.
Moral leadership values are, therefore, the foundations of any management decisions in
medical settings that enable doctors and health care workers to be the “moral fiduciary
of the patient.” He describes a set of virtues given by Gregory and Percival (McCullough
1998 in Chervenak & McCullough, 2001) that must guide medical leadership; three of
these are of particular interest and are explained in a doctor-patient and leadersubordinate context:
1. Self-Sacrifice. The leader must risk his own job security to meet patients’ needs
and enable workers to maintain their fiduciary role to patients.
2. Compassion. With regard to patients and employees, leaders need to challenge
cuts which culminate in emotional stress to employees’ families derived from
resulting financial hardship.
3. Integrity. The leader’s decisions must be based on scientific evidence and he
must balance economic judgements in relation to workers and resources
(Chervenak and McCullough, 2001).
It is notable that the LQF does not enlist the personal qualities that Chervenak
enumerates as required for leadership. Although “acting with integrity” is desired, it is
classified as a behaviour that entails undefined personal ethics and values surrounded
by communicational skills and the ever present respect for diversity. The absence of
notions of morality within the scheme that prepares leaders for such important
institutions as the NHS ‒ an institution responsible for overseeing the well-being of the
population ‒ generates the need to question the very essence of this organisation..

A Leader’s Compromised Morality?
If these values are not present, indoctrinated by training or taken into account for
appointment, or in the daily performance of leaders, then, what other values are being
articulated and envisioned for leaders? Chervenak continues his work by presenting the
corresponding vices to the previously named virtues. He offers some examples
accompanied by an illustration of what they might mean in practice. Self-Sacrifice is
compromised when a leader denies expenditure on equipment and services while
securing his/her own salary, or by failing to advocate fair earnings for subordinates even
if higher than that of the leader. Compassion is dishonoured by being “indifferent to the
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Guiding this discussion of the notions of moral leadership is the assertion that today’s
NHS leaders have overruled the core virtues of the medical profession by adopting the
government agenda as their own. They do this by materialising these vices through cuts
in services and staff, pay freezes or privatisation‒ all of which are reflected in deleterious
social consequences. It is appropriate to suggest that altruistic moral values are not
endemic to trained NHS leaders and that as paid workers, they fulfill their total
responsibilities by implementing the government economic plan. Responding to the
posed question, it is valid to state that, perhaps, it is not values that are sought in
leaders but the very same abilities as those desired in executive positions in the profitmaking private sector.
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suffering and distress of patients” or by implementing “salary freezes and reductions” of
employees in order to meet financial targets. Integrity is compromised through actions
ranging from the early release of patients to moral organisational statements that
seldom pertain to the leader’s own behaviour.

As previously mentioned, the plans of a Big Society involve redistributing power and
finances within a named localisation, jurisdiction, or territory where “leaders” are to
implement austerity. It is assumed that, up to a certain extent, the NHS workforce ‒ and
in particular those of lower rank and pay ‒ have secured such employment on the
underlying basis of engaging a particular set of personal and collective altruistic values.
The leaders and the workforce are both participants in a system of social relations within
the field (the organisation); the moral imbalance represents an often silent conflict of
interests. Nevertheless, NHS local bodies are still able to execute reforms deemed
amoral. But these could only be materialised when workers ‒ the leader’s subordinates
‒ engage with the project through every thinkable task. The collision of interest between
leaders and middle managers, and so forth down the structure, does not disappear;
instead, it is dissipated through a series of mechanisms used by leaders in order to
achieve their objectives. By this, it is not only the leaders who move the institution away
from moral frameworks, but the workers at large gradually contribute as well.

The Health Worker: Another Brick in the Wall
The first mechanism that leaders might use to engage the workforce with amoral labour
is the process of dehumanisation of medical practice. Haque (Haque & Waytz, 2012)
asserts that the modern characteristics of hospital’s organisations facilitate this process.
He explains the causes, arguing that several are strictly related to the working
environment.
1. Mechanisation objectivises the patient into parts to be treated; they become
depersonalised and are viewed as unable of experiencing emotion.
2. Empathy Reduction, which is initially instilled in medical school, reduces stress,
hence enhancing problem-solving abilities. Evidence has been provided by a
study showing that empathy in doctors decreases proportionally to the time spent
working in hospitals (Haque and Waytz, 2012).
3. Moral Disengagement (discussed in more detail infra) is required when inflicting
unavoidable pain treating a patient; health care workers suppress feelings of selfguilt which drives workers to regard patients as incapable of feeling pain. It has
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been suggested that the dehumanisation process provides permission to
suspend moral values and, by doing so, validate immoral actions (Bandura, 2002
in Haque & Waytz, 2012).
The second mechanism exists in the leader, a normally charismatic one, who induces
subordinates to commit “crimes of obedience” (Beu & Buckley, 2004) by utilising his/her
political skills. Crimes of obedience are those actions classed as illegal or immoral by
society that are committed by obeying authority (Kelman & Hamilton, 1989 in Beu &
Buckley, 2004) even if one does not agree with the action itself. At both the personal
and collective level, the predicament rests in the obligation to abide or to reject.
Tactically, there are a diversity of techniques and processes that leaders institutionalise:
1. Moral Disengagement, in the context of labour, consists of several psychological
techniques. For example, when workers are unaware of the social consequences,
then moral dilemmas fail to arise. However, when such consciousness is present, the
leader validates actions by reclassifying them as “acceptable practices.” The
organisational “vision” and loyalty to the institution might be used to overrule
individual moral values (Kelman and Hamilton, 1989 in Beu & Buckley, 2004),
further providing justification for amoral actions.
2. Framing Conduct is another tactic whereby leaders are able to define the “reality” of
workers (Smircich & Morgan, 1982 in Beu & Buckley, 2004). This is accomplished
through the use of language and the re-naming of activities that disclaim workers of
moral responsibility in order for the amoral to present itself as benevolent (Bandura,
1991a, 1991b in Beu & Buckley, 2004). Through division of labour, the
“organisational structure” morally disengages workers (Bandura, 1991a, 1991b in
Beu & Buckley, 2004), as perfunctory work patterns alleviate resistance to unethical
practices (Kelman & Hamilton, 1989 in Beu & Buckley, 2004).
These mechanisms and techniques, involved in the manipulation of workers, are,
perhaps, a more frank description of what commercial leadership theory pretends to
preach and sells as a viable conduct. As much as a public sector leader should be
something very close to what Plato proposed, the reality is quite different: public services
in the UK are directed by men and women with an unashamed scarcity of moral values.

Reproducing the Politics of Austerity
The social and financial power attributed to public health leaders enables them to
exercise symbolic violence (Bourdieu and Passeron, 1990) upon their subordinates; this
further enables the “production of beliefs,” which, in turn, produces “agents” that
assimilate discourse and obedience (Bourdieu, 1985). Through this process, leaders
administer thought and concepts that converge into praxis by the daily labour of others.
This strategy allows for the disintegration of individually and collectively constructed
moral frameworks pertinent to the just health care worker, entering a continuous phase
of acculturation that responds to the economic need of the on-call government. Workers’
values are metamorphosised to a scale that permits emergent conceptions to be socially
reproduced within and beyond organisational frontiers. Through processes of
dehumanisation and the induction of employees to commit crimes of obedience, health
care workers are disenfranchised and stripped of their professional worth. While it could
be argued that workers seldom possess power to prevent such a process of
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The role of public sector leaders is to implement reforms and measures that are dictated
by governments in power, and hence respond to a predetermined national project. Such
current reforms seem to inhumanly contradict the very nature and purpose of the NHS.
By inspecting the amorality of leaders it is argued that, through the systematic and
sustainable application of mechanisms of power, they are able to consistently reproduce
the politics of austerity at micro geographical levels. Decentralisation of power and
finances facilitates this reproduction. According to Kant’s categorical imperative, the
social reproduction of governmental policies is consistent with conceiving each of them
as part of an ideological package. In this manner, behaviours and measures are
expected to be universalised. It could be suggested that leaders, as individual agents,
are intersected between the commands of the categorical imperative and the
hypothetical imperative with high salaries acting as the prime motivating catalyst.
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dehumanisation, they ostensibly are still accountable for their ethical behaviour — or
lack thereof.

Conclusions
This paper has moved away from conceptualised corporate definitions of leaders
asserting the contractual transaction between government and paid employee. It has
evaluated their roles by assessing their moral foundations and has discussed the means
that leaders likely utilise to meet their objectives. This has helped to assume a more
necessary and abstract perspective to explain how they articulate austerity measures
within their own territorialities.
It has been argued that the role of public sector leaders is to administer thought and
praxis that would socially reproduce ideologies and politics within their respective
jurisdictions; these ideologies are circumscribed by the national project of contemporary
austerity. Managing the national project at the micro level is rewarded highly and to such
extent that it is incommensurable with respect to the majority of the workforce governed
and alien to constructs of leadership as public servitude.
The NHS Leadership Qualities Framework serves the purpose of training efficient agents
that would not comply, under any conditions, with the high commands emanating from
the government. The framework allows the inspection of leadership behaviours to be
judged, per se, in a business fashion. But most importantly, it is the evident vacuum of
moral ideals that permits leaders to regard it as a meagre operational handbook.
A leader has duties because he or she has rights. Those social duties should involve a
set of virtues that have been discussed through Chervenak’s work on medical
leadership; instead, it is the leadership’s vices that emerge undisguised as a result of
austerity prescriptions. On a higher level of reason, Price (Price, 2008) already discussed
the relationship between Kant’s categorical imperative and leaders, asserting that they,
even under any change of circumstances, are not excused from the imperative’s
authority and should not use subordinates to meet their ends. The NHS continues to
distance itself further from the role of moral fiduciary of patients. While leaders enforce
austerity, they are also manufacturing moral austerity within the workforce. The moral
condition of the healthcare workers is, or should be, deeply troubled because these
leaders still carry the full weight of responsibility for committing crimes of obedience.
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Remaining in this discussion is the question of how to breed a new generation of true
cadres leaders who are able to recover the moral foundations of healthcare and return
the sense of social justice to the NHS. This invokes the need to return austerity of
leaders’ salaries to the point that disables the poisonous hypothetical imperative,
thereby forcing them to be purely servants of society.
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Abstract
Although shareowners and boards are critical to shaping a firm’s environmental
behavior, this paper gives focus to management practitioners based on their operational
functions within the firm. It argues that environmental stewardship is determined by the
worldview of managers from which their attitude and ethical response to
environmentally-related issues are shaped. The New Ecological Paradigm (NEP) scale is
applied to determine the environmental attitude of managers, but the discussion also
considers the Dominant Social Paradigm (DSP) to provide further valuable insights to
enhance the implications of worldviews on sustainability.

Introduction
Nature is an important part of our productive base, but the extent and intensity in which
it is being used for development is much faster than the biosphere can replenish
(Sutcliffe et al., 2008; Wackernagel, et al., 2002; Heywood & Watson, 1995). This
disparity has escalated the environmental challenges associated with our capability to
develop in a sustainable manner. Consequently, environmental problems such as
climate changes, ozone depletion, deforestation, degradation of ecosystems, and
biodiversity loss continue to plague our planet. These environmental problems are
directly linked to the evolution of societies and economies in which business plays a
central role. Given the role that business plays in development, it becomes necessary for
firms to become more environmentally responsible and align their business activities
with environmental preservation and the proper management of natural resources
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While shareowners and boards are critical to shaping a firm’s environmental behavior,
this paper gives focus to management practitioners based on their operational functions
within the firm. The paper argues that environmental stewardship is determined by the
worldview of managers from which their attitude and ethical response to
environmentally-related issues are shaped. Using a sample of private sector
management practitioners in Trinidad and Tobago (T&T), the paper attempts to explain
how worldview impacts environmental attitude and hence, environmental stewardship.
While the New Ecological Paradigm (NEP) scale is applied in determining the
environmental attitude of these managers, the Dominant Social Paradigm (DSP) is also
used to provide further insights to the discussion.
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(Buysse & Verbeke, 2003). Firms are then expected to maintain and grow their
economic, social, and environmental capital base (Dyllick & Hockerts, 2002) to create
sustainable societies. To do so, however, shareowners, boards, and managers are
required, as a pre-condition, to hold an appreciation of nature that allows them to adopt
an attitude of environmental stewards.

The article is intended as a contribution to the ongoing sustainability discourse
particularly in the context of developing economies and values-based leadership. The
article is structured as follows: Section 1 reviews the DSP, NEP, and Environmental
Stewardship concepts and the environmental conditions in T&T; Section 2 considers
methods and findings; and, Section 3 considers implications for environmental
stewardship and ethical decision-making.

Key Concepts
The DSP
The environmental problems of the world are largely a result of the capitalist system of
production, distribution, and consumption (Duffy 2000; Wilson et al, 2008). Intrinsic in
this system are beliefs and values that drive and perpetuate its existence and thus, the
environmental challenges encountered. These beliefs and values represent an
anthropocentric worldview which initially represented the culture of Western societies,
but then was disseminated to other parts of the world. It has the following perspectives:
1. Humans are superior and above nature;
2. There is an abundance of natural resources so there is no need for conservation;
3. Human beings, by virtue of possessing culture and technology, are able to adapt
nature to human ends, rather than adapt to the natural environment; and
4. Social sciences considered humans as exempt from ecological constraints.
This anthropocentric worldview has been expressed in the construct known as the
“Dominant Social Paradigm” (Dunlap, 1980). It entails: (1) A belief in limitless resources,
continuous progress, and the necessity of growth; (2) Faith in the problem-solving
abilities of science and technology; and (3) A strong emotional commitment to a laissezfair economy and to the sanctity of private property rights (Albrecht et al., 1982).
In the DSP, economic growth and development are dependent on technology and
therefore technological progress is equated to material progress (Kilbourne & Polonsky,
2005). In the context of environmental attitude, this implies that whatever environmental
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problems occur as a result of material progress, humans will also possess the
technological ability to address these problems. In addition, in the DSP, economics has
been separated from nature resulting in little or no consideration to environmental
degradation or consequences. Economic transactions focus on extraction costs and
ignore any possible payment to nature (Kilbourne & Polonsky, 2005), and nature is
considered a free input to be exploited in the pursuit of economic growth (Mundt, 1993).
Further, the ethical aspects of economics have been removed because they were not
easily empirically quantifiable and consequently regarded as a non-science (Kilbourne &
Polonsky, 2005). Therefore, questions of morality were removed from economic
discourse and environmental considerations were only tangentially integrated (Kilbourne
& Polonsky, 2005). Environmental attitudes have been found to be related to the DSP
and its economic beliefs are identified as most influential in determining environmental
attitudes. An overarching principle in the DSP is the belief that mankind is separate and
morally superior to the rest of nature. Thus, humans perceive themselves to be the
masters of nature ‒ subduing and exploiting it for their own purpose (Kilbourne &
Polonsky, 2005). With such an attitude, humans have largely failed to take a custodian
approach to the environment.

The NEP
At the opposite end of the continuum is “ecocentrism” which considers nature to have
inherent value regardless of its usefulness to humans. Ecocentrism does not view
humans as having rights superseding or negating those of other life forms which are
considered to have inherent value in their own right. Ecocentric theorists argue that our
current ecological crisis is a consequence of this overinflated sense of human value. This
pro-environmental worldview is expressed through the “New Ecological Paradigm” (NEP).
The NEP is based on beliefs about humanity’s ability to upset the balance of nature, the
existence of limits to growth for human societies, and humanity’s right to rule over the
rest of nature (Dunlap et al, 2000).
The NEP is anti-anthropocentric and embodies the following views: (1) high valuation of
nature; (2) generalized compassion toward other species, other peoples, and other
generations; (3) careful planning and acting to avoid risks to humans and nature; (4)
recognition that there are limits to growth to which humans must adapt; (5) a new
society with cooperation, openness, and participation; and (6) consultative and
participatory new politics emphasizing foresight and planning (Milbrath, 1984).
The NEP scale can be used to measure the extent to which people are subscribing to a
pro-environmental worldview. The NEP is designed to measure whether an individual
holds pro-environmental or anti-environmental beliefs and attitudes (Dunlap et al, 2000).
It was designed to identify five (5) possible components of an ecological worldview:
1. Limits of growth;
2. Anti-anthropocentrism;
3. The fragility of nature’s balance;
4. Rejection of “exemptionalism” (the idea that humans are exempt from nature’s
constraints); and
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5. The possibility of an ecocrisis (Dunlap et al, 2000).

The NEP has become the most widely used measure of environmental concern in the
world and has been accepted as a reliable and valid instrument for assessing
environmental attitudes (Aldrich et al, 2005; Dunlap et al, 2000). It has been employed
in hundreds of studies in dozens of nations. The NEP scale provides comprehensive
coverage of key facets of an ecological worldview and has internal consistency (Dunlap
et al, 2000) which makes it an appropriate instrument for our study. Using the NEP
scale, the article examines the environmental attitudes of private sector managers in the
context of Trinidad and Tobago.

Environmental Stewardship
Environmental Stewardship is defined as the comprehensive understanding and
effective management of critical environmental risks and opportunities related to climate
change, emissions, waste management, resource consumption, water conservation,
biodiversity protection, and ecosystem services (UN Global Compact, 2010).
Environmental stewardship is considered by the global business community as extremely
important to business; however, only a small percentage of companies on the global
market have taken strides in the direction of true stewardship (UN Global Compact,
2010). The NEP is closely linked to environmental stewardship since both concepts aim
to promote responsible management and utilization of natural resources to ensure a
sustainable future.

Environmental Conditions in Trinidad and Tobago
Trinidad and Tobago (T&T) is one of the most industrialized countries in the
Commonwealth Caribbean. It is challenged, however, with environmental problems
related to the production of commodities ranging from processed food, petroleum
products, nitrogen, ammonia, urea, fertilizer, paint and wood products. In addition, the
demand for goods and services stemming from population growth and development has
had negative impacts on the physical characteristics and natural resource base of the
country. Resource exploitation is driven by short-term economic gains with little
consideration for long-term sustainability (National Environmental Policy, 2005). Landbased activities have contributed significantly to the impairment and loss of inland and
coastal resources and ecosystems –wildlife, fisheries, mangroves and other wetlands,
beaches, and coral reefs. For example, discharges from industrial activities in the
East/West Corridor of the island are deposited into the Caroni River and its tributaries.
Similarly, the Gulf of Paria has been damaged as a result of intensive offshore petroleum
exploitation and exploration operations on the west coast of the island. Further, rich
wetlands are being rapidly converted for a variety of uses associated with human social
development including residential, industrial, port, and waste disposal (National
Environmental Policy, 2005).
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The current environmental conditions in T&T have not occurred in the absence of
environmental policies, regulations, treaties, conventions, and authorities. Trinidad and
Tobago has both a National Environmental Policy and an Environmental Management
Agency and has additionally committed to over twenty international treaties and
conventions on conservation and protection of the environment. The challenge, however,
is the ineffective implementation, monitoring, and enforcement of these various proenvironmental initiatives. Insights into T&T’s practice of sustainability can also be
gauged by the findings of the Travel and Tourism Competitiveness Report 2011. The
Environmental Performance Index of this report ranked T&T 103 out of 163 economies
or countries. Specifically, the findings indicated that environmental regulation is not
stringent and the enforcement of these regulations is ineffective. In relation to carbon
dioxide emissions, T&T has been identified as one of the largest emitters ranking 133
out of the 163 economies. These studies suggest that there are significant challenges
related to the practice of sustainable development in T&T and the findings of this article
will provide additional explanations to this situation.

1. Methods and Findings
The NEP was used to measure whether an individual holds a pro-environmental or an
anti-environmental attitude. Three hundred and twenty-nine out of a total of 352 survey
instruments comprised the final sample of this study. Twenty-three surveys were
disqualified due to incompletion and/or nationality. Of the 329 valid questionnaires, 226
(68%) were completed by managers located in Trinidad while 103 (32%) were completed
by managers in Tobago. All respondents represented private sector organizations. The
pool was comprised of 55% females and 45% males. With respect to age distribution,
41% were between 20 and 34 years, 37% were between 35 and 49, and 22% over 50
years old.
Table 1 below presents the NEP statements with the corresponding responses. The
frequencies and descriptive statistics for the entire population are also provided. The
statements are coded as such that higher values indicate stronger pro-environmental
attitudes. Thus, odd-numbered NEP statements are coded as follows:
Strongly Agree (SA) = 5
Somewhat Agree (A) = 4
Undecided (UD) = 3
Somewhat Disagree (D) = 2
Strongly Disagree (SD) =1
Values assigned to even-numbered statements are coded in the exact opposite manner.
Consistent with the boundaries used by Aldrich et al (2005), the paper assumed that an
average NEP score less than 2.8 indicates an anti-environmental attitude, an average
score between 2.8 and 3.2 indicates indecisiveness, and an average score greater than
3.2 indicates a pro-environmental attitude (See Table 1).
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No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Questions
We are approaching the limit of the number of
people the earth can support
Humans have the right to modify the natural
environment to suit their needs
When humans interfere with nature it often
produces disastrous consequences
Human ingenuity would ensure that we do not
make the earth unlivable
Humans are severely abusing the
environment
The earth has plenty of natural resources if
we just learn to develop them
Plants and animals have as much right as
humans to exist
The balance of nature is strong enough to
cope with the impacts of modern industrial
nations
Despite our special abilities, humans are still
subject to the laws of nature
The so-called “ecological crisis'“ facing human
kind has been greatly exaggerated
The earth is like a spaceship with very limited
room and resources
Humans were meant to rule over the rest of
nature
The balance of nature is very delicate and
easily upset
Humans would eventually learn enough about
nature to learn how to control it
If things continue on their present course, we
will soon experience a major ecological
catastrophe

SD

D

UD

A

SA

MEAN

SD

(%)
10

(%)
31

(%)
21

(%)
24

(%)
14

3.02

1.23

20

37

10

29

4

3.42

1.21

4

9

7

49

32

3.97

1.03

6

30

30

33

6

2.95

1.05

6

5

4

45

41

4.11

1.06

5

7

4

48

37

1.94

1.04

1

6

5

41

46

4.24

0.90

17

55

15

9

5

3.72

0.99

2

2

3

51

41

4.27

0.81

16

54

15

13

3

3.66

0.99

10

33

13

33

11

3.02

1.23

8

31

14

34

13

2.85

1.21

2

13

13

51

23

3.81

0.98

15

43

20

21

2

3.47

1.04

6

7

11

48

28

3.84

1.10
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Table 1

In addition, the classification outlined by Kotchen and Reiling (2000) was used and
individuals were segmented into 3 groups based on the sum of their NEP scores.1 The
groups are comprised as follows:
1. Respondents with an NEP score of 50 or less (those who have an antienvironmental attitude);
2. Respondents with an NEP score of greater than 50 and less than 59 (moderately
environmental); and,
3. Respondents with a score of 59 or more (pro-environmental attitude).

1

As outlined earlier, the NEP was designed to identify five possible components of an ecological worldview. The NEP 15
item scale questions are divided in groups of three for each of these five components. Answers to each question are summed
to calculate an NEP score. Individuals with a higher score are considered more environmental. Possible scores range from a
minimum of 15 to a maximum of 75.
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Using these scores and classifications, Table 2 provides greater insights into the
attitudes of the respondents. ANOVA test shows that there are differences in the means
scores for each group (p < .000).
Table 2
Anti
n = 130

Moderate

Pro

n = 167

n = 37

The reality of limit to growth (1, 6, 11)
1
6
11

We are approaching the limit of the number of
people the earth can support
The earth has plenty of natural resources if
we just learn to develop them
The earth is like a spaceship with very limited
room and resources
Overall Mean

2.48

3.22

4.03

1.83

1.85

2.73

2.53

3.18

4.05

2.28

2.75

3.60

2.89

3.69

4.14

3.94

4.38

4.70

2.42

3.01

3.68

3.08

3.69

4.17

3.53

4.19

4.59

3.24

3.94

4.41

3.45

3.91

4.65

3.41

4.01

4.55

2.69

3.02

3.49

4.06

4.36

4.62

3.17

3.56

4.14

3.31

3.65

4.08

3.72

4.25

4.86

3.23

3.81

4.51

3.42

4.03

4.54

3.46

4.03

4.64

Anti-anthropocentrism (2,7,12)
2
7
12

Humans have the right to modify the natural
environment to suit their needs
Plants and animals have as much right as
humans to exist
Humans were meant to rule over the rest of
nature
Overall Mean
The fragility of nature's balance (3, 8, 13)

3
8
13

When humans interfere with nature it often
produces disastrous consequences
The balance of nature is strong enough to
cope with the impacts of modern industrial
nations
The balance of nature is very delicate and
easily upset
Overall Mean
Rejection of exemptionalism (4, 9, 14)

4
9
14

Human ingenuity would ensure that we do not
make the earth unlivable
Despite our special abilities, humans are still
subject to the laws of nature
Humans would eventually learn enough about
nature to learn how to control it
Overall Mean
Eco-crisis

5
10
15

Humans are severely abusing the
environment
The so-called “ecological crisis” facing human
kind has been greatly exaggerated
If things continue on their present course, we
will soon experience a major ecological
catastrophe
Overall Mean
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As can be discerned from Table 2, 40% of the respondents hold an anti-environmental
worldview, 51% are seen as being moderately environmental, and 10% hold a strong proenvironmental worldview. Consistent with the results of Table 1, even the persons who
expressed a pro-environmental view seem to think that there are an abundance of
natural resources available to be developed. Simultaneously, all respondents (including
the anti-environmental) agreed that the balance of nature is delicate and easily upset,
and if we continue with business as usual then we would be heading for an eco-crisis.
Further, all respondents shared the DSP perspective in the hope of a strong market
economy and human ingenuity. This is an interesting scenario because all respondents
support the assertion that the status quo would lead to disaster but concomitantly find it
necessary to continue resource exploitation in order to pursue commercial interests to
achieve uninterrupted growth. However, considering their response to item #4, both the
moderately and pro-environmental groups are not confident that human ingenuity is
capable of solving environmental problems.
The large number of respondents who are moderately environmental is also a point of
interest. Given their overall mean for “the reality of limits to growth,” it would seem to
suggest that they are heavily swayed by their common desire for commercial success in
their respective spheres. The indecisive scores (between 2.8 – 3.2) on a number of
items would also suggest that depending on the impact and direction of moderating
factors/variables such as government policies and regulations, public information,
company policies, and strategic intent, managers can be swayed to adopt either the antior pro- environmental positions.
There are some other notable attitudes that must be highlighted. In components 1
(reality of limit to growth), 2 (anti-anthropocentrism) and 4 (rejection of exemptionalism),
both the anti-environmental and moderately environmental groups share DSP
perspectives. Both believe that we have not reached our limit to growth and that there is
not a finite limit to the availability to natural resources. They also hold the view that man
has the right to modify the natural environment since human ingenuity would ensure that
we do not make the earth unlivable. Nevertheless, they both demonstrate some
inconsistency or indecisiveness by also espousing the view that the balance of nature is
delicate and if things continue on their present course, we will soon experience an ecocrisis.

2. Implications for Environmental Stewardship and Ethics
The current findings have some important implications for environmental stewardship
and ethical decision-making. Firstly, the prevalence of an anti-environmental attitude
among the respondents suggests that the DSP is prominent within the context of T&T.
Hence, it would presumptively be difficult to encourage managers to adopt the ethical
duty to care for the environment. This anthropocentric attitude creates a situation where
managers are predisposed to pursue the business interest of economic growth at the
expense of environmental degradation. If this attitude does not change, T&T would not
be able to develop in a sustainable manner and the quality of life of its citizens would
inevitably diminish. Sustainability is largely determined by how effectively nature is
managed. Thus, all societies require business leaders to be environmentally responsible
because failing to do so would threaten the ability to meet current and future needs. An
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ethical duty of care for the environment is therefore a significant requirement for
achieving sustainability.
The situation in T&T, however, is not very different to what is happening on the global
business landscape. While there is consensus in the global business community that
environmental stewardship is extremely important to commercial growth and
development, only a small percentage of companies within the global marketplace have
taken serious steps toward true stewardship (Global Compact, 2010). There is still
reluctance to integrate environmental stewardship as part of the business strategy since
anthropocentric attitudes are still widespread.
Secondly, a large portion (51%) of managers was moderately environmental, implying
that there may be situations where commercial interests would be given priority over
environmental stewardship and vice versa. An established stakeholder approach of
management is then needed to avoid inconsistencies and uncertainties. Management
practitioners need to embrace a values-based system of decision-making that enables
them to assess all stakeholder considerations. In fact, this values system must become
integral to the culture and moral fiber of the organization and uniformly applied across
its operations. It also suggests that even board governance has to be approached in this
manner to reinforce values-based leadership. In addition, given the central role played by
companies in wealth creation and development, managers need to ensure that core
business activities continue to add value and are undertaken efficiently and effectively in
order to make their companies sustainable. A sustainable company is aware of the
symbiotic link between environmental, social, and economic concerns and is expected to
create a sustainable society through its business activities (Buckley et al, 2009). This
approach to development is holistic, balanced, and comprehensive, requiring the
integration of all three pillars of development: economic growth, social progress, and
environmental preservation and stewardship, i.e., the “triple bottom line.”
Thirdly, a strong environmental regulatory framework is required to give businesses
appropriate incentives to address environmental issues more seriously and to serve as a
catalyst for building positive environmental attitudes among managers and business
leaders generally. When environmental regulations are ineffectively implemented,
monitored, and enforced, as is the case in T&T, anti-environmentalism is perpetuated.
The exploitation of natural resources in T&T, as mentioned earlier, is driven by short-term
economic gains with little consideration for long-term sustainability, resulting in
deleterious impacts on the physical characteristics and natural resource base of the
country. The manner in which land-based activities are conducted have contributed
significantly to the impairment and loss of inland and coastal resources as well as entire
ecosystems – wildlife, fisheries, mangroves (and other wetlands), beaches, and coral
reefs (National Environmental Policy, 2005). The status of T&T’s environmental
regulatory framework and the environmental impacts being experienced further
demonstrate the dominance of an anthropocentric worldview and the need for
fundamental change. Appropriate and effective regulations will establish the level of
importance, care, and responsibility that the environment should be given. Based on the
urgency of environmental problems, we cannot wait for pro-environmental attitudes to
organically develop. Thus laws are critical to fast-tracking environmental stewardship in
the business community.
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As mentioned earlier, this article adds to the ongoing sustainability discourse particularly
in the context of developing economies as well as to the field of values-based leadership.
Our discussion attempted to explain how worldviews impact environmental attitude and
environmental stewardship and help provide the foundation for responsible decisionmaking. The paper limited its focus to management practitioners, but future research
regarding the influence of corporate environmental values on Boards of Directors is
certainly an appropriate topic.
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When an organization experiences failure, perhaps the
quickest and most revealing way of determining whether the
person in charge is just a boss or a real leader is what happens
next.
As a high school and college athlete, few things were more distasteful to me than losing.
I was fortunate in having an accomplished, caring coach along the way who took me
aside one afternoon in the middle of practice, sat me down on a bench, and in language
I could easily grasp, said sternly: “Before you experience more success, you will have to
conquer yourself.”

●

●

●

By definition, a true
leader won’t put his
or her personal goals
ahead of building
trust and a strong,
positive relationship
with members of the
team.

That encounter is one of the major reasons I have since
read everything I could lay my fingers on about Jackie
Robinson, my childhood hero. If you’ve seen the recent
movie “42,” you will recount how Jackie had to learn
patience and self-restraint. And once he did, his
innumerable achievements, on and off the field, followed.
Few of us are as supremely gifted as he was, but we can
all learn from his incredible courage, discipline, and
strength of character.

When I periodically teach college courses, I often ask
students this question: When the one in charge fails to
achieve a highly-sought after goal, why does he or she
resort to blaming others for the unsuccessful attempt, while a real leader perceives the
set-back as temporary, assembles the team, seeks their input, admits his or her failure,
resolves to learn from the mistakes made, and moves forward with renewed vigor?
During the past 25 years, I’ve generated a set of what I thought were sound answers to
this question. But I recently decided I needed a fresh perspective so I assembled a panel
of bright, successful, and thoughtful leaders from the C-suite, academe, law
enforcement, journalism, foreign affairs, and athletics and posed the same question to
them.

●

●

●

Dave Brandon, the former Domino’s Pizza Chairman and CEO, and current Donald R.
Shepherd Director of Athletics at the University of Michigan, told me: “Just because
someone is in a leadership position doesn’t mean they are a true leader. By definition, a
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true leader won’t put his or her personal goals ahead of building trust and a strong,
positive relationship with members of the team. Finger-pointing and blaming is not what
true leaders do….”
Brandon went on to say, “True leaders make themselves vulnerable. This requires them
to accept responsibility, admit mistakes, accept criticism and coaching, and not adopt
the old ‘I am the boss so I always have to be right’ attitude. Effective leaders think of
themselves as the ‘captain of the team’ versus allowing themselves to become isolated
from the team.”1
Michael D. Bradbury, who served as Ventura County’s district attorney for 24 years,
offered his perspective: “’Leadership’ is one of those somewhat ephemeral qualities that
is part learned but also part innate or ‘you're born with it.’ Although perhaps
counterintuitive, there are some aspects of leadership that you simply don't learn. You
either have it or you don't. Character is the broad-brush stroke normally used to describe
these qualities that must be inherent. But there are many aspects to character. You
rarely find an effective leader who doesn’t have great character.”2
Harold Edwards, President and CEO of Limoneira, a leading agri-business and real estate
company, believes: “Leaders that blame others really aren’t leaders. I view leadership as
the act of selfless consensus building and ‘leaders’ that blame others position
themselves as either winners (if all goes as planned) or victims (if they aren’t able to
accomplish some of their goals). Leaders that blame others in the face of failure really
aren’t team players and statistically demonstrate a lower probability of accomplishing
goals versus team-playing leaders who selflessly commit themselves to executing
goals. Leaders who are known winners typically assume complete accountability and
responsibility for their important goals. If they come up short they dig deeper and work
harder. This behavior tends to motivate and inspire teams, elevate performance and
execution.”
Edwards proceeded to say: “In my experience the best leaders foster teamwork. The
worst leaders act as individuals and blame others for their lack of performance. Leaders
who demonstrate these tendencies typically experience shorter careers.”3
Professor Stephen A. Stumpf, PhD, the Fred J. Springer Chair in Business Leadership and
Professor of Management at Villanova University School of Business, suggested:
“Humans are hard wired to defend themselves — a primal instinct. Defensiveness is
automatic. The difference between those that blame and those that do not is that those
that do not can self-acknowledge their need to blame, and then not do it. Once ‘there is
no blame,’ it is possible to look for new options, alternatives, and actions. Creativity
kicks in. Exploring others’ perspectives becomes worthy of thought. The future becomes
the focus, not reconciling the past with one’s ego.”
Stumpf also offered this insight: “Those that overcome tough forces do not necessarily
become successful — they do survive and get on with their lives. We tend to only notice
the ones that become successful. Failing to meet important goals for the ‘non-blamers’
is a temporary situation in their minds. Goals get redefined, timeframes are altered, and
whatever progress was made (or lessons learned) is the inspiration for the next round of
effort.”4
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Former Boston Globe assistant sports editor and retired Ventura Star sports editor Larry
Ames told me: “In any business, whether a small company or a corporation, there are
hundreds and often thousands of decisions made every day. Not all decisions are the
right ones, nor can one expect them to be; therefore, laying blame is never the right
approach.” Ames added: “It serves no purpose to analyze, dissect or criticize a wrong. In
any situation, the correct approach is to find a solution and move forward rather than
rehash what went wrong. Looking back, as opposed to moving forward, can only make
matters worse and also create ill will.”5
I often remind my students that real leaders aren’t loners; they are builders of strong,
diverse teams. They establish a work climate of integrity, intellect, trust, and safety
wherein all members of the team are highly respected, their dignity is reinforced, and
their efforts are recognized and
celebrated, as is their selflessness.
The best leader understands
Real leaders lift your spirits and
the power of unleashing
place a premium on high morale.
individual talent by offering
persons the opportunity to
As Dr. Clifton R. Wharton, Jr., the
learn, to be enterprising and
Black
pioneer
and
highly
to make a contribution.
distinguished leader in four different
fields (i.e., foreign economic
development, philanthropy, higher education, and business) said: “The best leader
understands the power of unleashing individual talent by offering persons the
opportunity to learn, to be enterprising and to make a contribution.”6 Dr. Wharton and
his very accomplished spouse, Dolores D. Wharton, an esteemed corporate director (she
served on some 30 corporate boards of directors) and arts advocate, are great
exemplars of leaders who teach, that is, who identify, encourage and mentor new
leaders by exposing them to how organizations actually work and by giving them
opportunities to use their creativity.
Howard Samuel “Howdy” Holmes, President and CEO of Chelsea Milling Company (“Jiffy
Mix”) was a renowned racing car champion, author, and entrepreneur before he rejoined
this sole proprietorship, a 112-year-old family business, in 1987. Today, Chelsea Milling
owns a 64 percent market share in retail prepared baking mixes. Holmes believes: “You
find those that accept responsibility for their own actions and those that blame others for
their mistakes in every walk of life.” He told me: “To some extent I think it is in your DNA”
and is, in part, a function of how you were raised. He also believes we learn much from
observing others and modeling the best of those behaviors we admire.
Holmes added: “In large, hierarchical organizations CEOs are often too removed from
their own people” while in flatter organizations, CEOs are more in touch with their
associates, more approachable, and more available. He added: “Some business systems
make it easier to blame others for our mistakes and CEOs need to ensure their egos
don’t get in the way.” Finally, this plain-speaking, down-to-earth, distinguished leader
who has successfully blended state-of-the-art management practices with cherished,
traditional values said: “One of the most important lessons I’ve learned is the
importance of differentiating between what is best for the company versus what is best
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for the CEO. If you can’t consistently make this distinction, it is impossible to develop
trust throughout your organization.”7
Baseball, like all sports, has had its problems, but it nonetheless offers us many valuable
life lessons in leadership. Hall of Famer Hank Greenberg performed magnificently
despite frequent anti-Semitic abuse and death threats. Jim Abbott was born without a
right hand but made it to “the bigs” and threw a no-hitter against the Yankees. Red
Schoendienst severely injured an eye in World War II but taught himself how to switch hit
and became a multi-year All-Star. And, of course, there is Jackie Robinson. None of these
big leaguers asked for sympathy, complained about their plight, or sought to blame
others for their particular circumstances. Instead, they were leaders who played above
the breaks. So, too, are Dave Brandon, Mike Bradbury, Harold Edwards, Steve Stumpf,
Larry Ames, Clifton and Dolores Wharton, and Howdy Holmes.
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Introduction
The writers of this article contend that values-based leadership (VBL) is foundational to
the practice of transformational servant leadership (TSL). VBL involves knowing one’s
core values, but it also necessitates an ongoing process of critiquing and shaping
existing values or integrating new ones based on one’s sense of life purpose, contextual
factors, community affiliations, and/or the central texts that one embraces as moral
compasses in life. The authors describe how leaders can engage in this practice and
provide several case studies to demonstrate how this process might work itself out in
business, education, healthcare, and Christian ministry.
The purpose of this paper is to establish the significance and critical necessity for valuesbased leadership (VBL) as the foundation for transformational servant leadership (TSL).
TSL requires a strong orientation to values that allows leaders to serve their people well
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while engaging in efforts that transform the organization. In the first section, we provide
a brief literature review on the various definitions of, and perspectives on, VBL and
propose a definition of VBL. The second section focuses on how we might discern,
critique, live out and develop personal values in ways that contribute to a robust form of
TSL. The final section introduces case studies in four fields: business, Christian
ministry/non-profit, education and health.

Definitions
In order to understand VBL, it is important that we first define what we mean by values.
Then, we can move on to explore the nature of VBL.

Values
Rokeach, a major contributor to the study of personal values, defined a personal value
as an “enduring belief that a specific mode of conduct or end state of existence is
personally or socially preferable to an opposite or converse mode of conduct or end state
of existence” (1973, p.5). Wilson (2004) maintains that Rokeach’s psychological
definition of personal values is the most frequently cited definition of human values.
Rokeach believed that people have a finite number of values and an infinite number of
attitudes that arise out of these values. McCarty and Shrum (2000) concur with Rokeach
and assert that values serve as prototypes for subsequent behaviors and attitudes.
Lopper, author and personal life coach, believes “values are deeply held beliefs about
what is good, right, and appropriate” (2006, ¶1). He contends that they are deep-seated
and remain constant over time. Lopper asserts that we accumulate our values from
childhood based on teachings and observations of our parents, teachers, religious
leaders, and other influential and powerful people. In fact, we would contend that our
involvement in various communities throughout our lifespan not only contributes to the
adoption of core values, but to their subsequent shaping.
Ganly states that “personal values are the essences of who we are as people and human
beings” and as such, it is therefore “important to understand and recognize your own
personal values” (2010, ¶2). Ganly believes that we develop our personal values
throughout life and that they influence both our personal and work lives. Personal values
impact work performance because they reflect who we are and how we act in any
setting. The reason that personal values have such power is that they are foundational
elements of character (BHO Group, 2009):
Values are the fundamental building blocks of character that outline who we really
are inside – what makes us unique. For the most part, values involve our interaction
with people. They’re the internal rules that tell us how to treat ourselves and others
(p.8).
This definition is consistent with Rue’s (2001) understanding of personal values:
Values are the essence of who we are as human beings. Our values get us out of bed
every morning, help us select the work we do, the company we keep, the
relationships we build, and, ultimately, the groups and organizations we lead. Our
values influence every decision and move we make, even to the point of how we
choose to make our decisions (p.1).
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Schwartz and Boehnke (2004) found five characteristics of values consistently reported
in his review of the literature on values: Values are (1) beliefs, (2) relate to desirable end
states of behavior, (3) guide evaluation of behaviors or events, (4) remain stable across
time and context, and (5) are ordered by relative importance. He contends that values
are learned beliefs that function as guiding principles regarding preferred ways of acting
or being (Olver & Mooradian, 2003). These values are often intransient. Page claims,
“You can train a person in the ways of the organization but you can seldom, and only
with much work over a long period of time, really change a person’s values” (2009,
p.144). Of course, individuals generally give themselves considerable latitude in the
expression of their values with the result that they appear to have multiple identities. In
reality, they are simply expressing diverse attitudes and behaviors in keeping with their
values and their context, which may require certain values expressions. Yet, this view is
problematic in at least two major ways. First, it assumes that individuals always align
their attitudes and behaviors with their values. This position is untenable as there are
personal factors such as mood and external factors like the expectations of others that
might influence people to act contrary to their values. A second problem is that the view
assumes that external factors influence the expression of values via attitudes and
behaviors, but often lack the power to change the values themselves. This approach may
allow for values change due to personal crises, but it does not allow for the gradual
shaping of values. Graber and Osborne Kilpatrick (2008, p. 183) discovered in their
study on establishing values-based leadership and values systems in healthcare
organizations that “individual value systems, whatever they may be at the inception of
professional education, are influenced and modified in the course of professional
education.” Personal values may not be as intransient as Schwartz and others originally
believed.
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Rue adds that our values are the elements deep within our belief system that make us
“tick.” They influence every aspect of our perceived reality. Hyrum Smith from the
Franklin-Covey Company refers to our belief system as the screen through which we filter
our view of the everyday world (Smith, 2000).

For the purpose of this paper, we assume that personal values are defining
characteristics that tend to prevail over time, often have a determinative influence on
our attitudes and actions, and can express themselves in many different ways. However,
these expressions, as seen in attitudes and behaviors, may appear contradictory and
may even reflect adherence to contradictory values (or values that oppose each other in
certain situations). As people reprioritize their values, the resultant values’ expressions
may differ significantly from previous expressions. We also acknowledge that even
though core values tend to prevail over time, major life events, sustained values-shaping
efforts on our part, and divine intervention can have a profound impact on our core
values.

Values-Based Leadership
The literature on VBL tends to fall into two major categories: literature that focuses on
understanding your core values and expressing them consistently, and literature that
prescribes certain values as being necessary for effective values-based leadership.
One’s definition of values-based leadership depends on how much you draw from each
of these categories to formulate your definition.
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Understanding and Applying Personal Core Values
Kraemer (2011), former CEO of Baxter, proposes four principles of VBL in his book, From
Values to Action. He maintains that values-based leaders, first of all, understand their
values through regular times of self-reflection. As Rue (2001, p.14) suggests, “It takes
courage to face our authentic self and make the commitment to protect and care for that
authentic self.” This process of self-reflection helps us to make the best choices for
ourselves. Badaracco (1997), in his work on defining moments, believes that meaningful
reflection is an important part of resolving defining moments well.
Yet, Kraemer (2011) also insists that values-based leaders go beyond self-reflection and
are concerned about the values of others. It is unconscionable to apply our personal core
values in the workplace without due consideration of the values of others. According to
Kraemer, values-based leaders practice balance by listening to the ideas of others and
discerning the personal values that undergird those ideas. They seek to pool the wisdom
of others and try to make the best decision for those involved and the larger organization
without compromising their personal values. This requires learning other peoples’
“languages” (Nash, 2002). Of course, leaders sometimes discover during this communal
sense-making process that they need to allow others’ values to shape their own. The key
to truly hearing people is open and transparent communication that allows people to get
beneath ideas and share about their beliefs and defining moments that have shaped
their ideas. Nash observes that when people in a group share openly at this level, they
begin to construct meaning bridges within the group. These meaning bridges foster
understanding and respect and can ultimately help the group work together to make
wiser, more ethical decisions. It provides a context for values-based leaders to apply
their personal core values in a respectful and equitable kind of way.
In addition to self-reflection and practicing balance, Kraemer (2011) believes that living
out one’s personal values requires true confidence. This confidence grows, in part, as we
understand our core values and increasingly align our actions with those values. Of
course, this values-action alignment requires a strong commitment to our values and
discipline in their application as we face threats and distractions. Yet, true confidence
also allows leaders to listen to and incorporate the ideas of others (thus practicing
balance). Confident leaders are often courageous leaders. Lee (2006) asserts that
courage is the backbone of leadership – it helps us to activate our values.
Kraemer’s (2011) fourth principle of values-based leadership is genuine humility. He
believes that genuine humility allows leaders to be authentic – to truly live out their
personal values while respecting the values of those around them. “At the heart of
genuine humility is never forgetting who you are, appreciating the value of each person
in the organization, and treating everyone respectfully whether she is a senior manager
or a summer intern” (Kraemer, p.60). True confidence helps us to demonstrate this kind
of humility. As we recognize everyone’s value and believe that we are not more important
than others, we are more likely to practice the principle of balance. In the end, humility
allows values-based leaders to truly lead people – to bring their values to bear on others’
lives in an acceptable and meaningful way and to provide ways for other organizational
members to do the same.

Aspiring to Prescribed Core Values
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Other authors advocate certain values as being superior to others. For example, Don
Knauss (2007), Chairman and CEO of the Clorox Co., emphasizes five essential values
for values-based leaders: integrity, curiosity, compassion, humility, and optimism. The
Building Healthy Organizations Group (BHO, 2009) describe five areas where we form
values that influence the health of workplace relationships: value (the extent to which we
esteem peoples’ inherent worth), aptitude (aligning tasks with peoples’ abilities),
learning (developing the whole person), unity (helping people function as a team), and
empathy (caring for people). These areas reflect a servant leadership perspective. In
fact, the BHO Group is convinced that “anything other than a servant leadership model
has an inherent danger of devaluing people” (BHO, p.156). They conclude with a
statement about the values that must undergird this process: “In healthy organizations,
the commitment is to respect, trust, and serve people” (p.157). Based on the work of
Robert Greenleaf, Spears (2010) articulated 10 characteristics of servant leaders:
listening, empathy, healing, awareness, persuasion, conceptualization, foresight,
stewardship, commitment to the growth of people, and building community. Writing from
a Christian perspective, Hill (2007) maintains that love, justice, and holiness are
overarching values of God. Thus, Christians whom God calls to imitate Himself
(Ephesians 5:1-2) should seek to emulate these values and others that reflect His
character. The Bible provides much guidance as to the kinds of values Christians should
embrace and how they might express them in God-honoring ways. We would add that
wisdom is also an essential value, as wisdom helps us know how we might best shape,
prioritize, and express our values. Holmes (1984), a noted Christian ethicist, narrows the
list down to love and justice. Of course, if the greatest commandment in the Bible is to
love God and others (Matthew 22:37-39), perhaps we could say that the ultimate value
for Christian values-based leaders is love. Hester (2012) comes at the question from a
different angle, but arrives at a similar conclusion. He appeals to a feminist ethic of care
that lifts “care and compassion, love and genuine concern for others as a foundation of
values-based leadership” (p.44).

Combining the Two Approaches
We would suggest that combining the two approaches results in a stronger VBL model.
VBL certainly involves knowing our core values and exercising desirable ones
appropriately and consistently in our leadership. Yet, one of the shortcomings of this
approach is that it does not provide guidance on which values are desirable. We believe
that VBL goes beyond self-awareness and application of existing values; it involves a
critique of one’s existing values in light of one’s life purpose, contextual factors,
community affiliations, and the central texts (e.g., the Bible) that one embraces as
ultimate guides in life. Do I have the right values for helping me live out my life purpose?
Are my values (and their expressions) appropriate for my context and the communities
represented within that context? Are my values consistent with the central texts that
serve as moral compasses in my life? If not, which values do I need to minimize and
which values do I need to strengthen or add to my roster of core values? When faced
with particular decisions, do I sometimes need to reprioritize my values? For the rest of
this article, we define VBL as consistently leading out of personal values that are both
desirable and beneficial for ourselves, those in our communities, and/or the
organizations we serve. As a part of this definition, we recognize that VBL often requires
transformational servant leaders to lead courageously when their personal values are
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contrary to those of people around them. Yet, we also believe that leaders who desire to
practice VBL must also be transformational servant leaders who are sensitive to their
surrounding communities and who allow their values to shape and be shaped according
to what would be most transformative for the organization and its members.

A Description of Values-Based Leadership
Having established a definition of VBL, the next critical step is to describe how we
discern, critique, live out, and develop personal values that benefit others, our
organizations, and ourselves.

Discerning Our Personal Values
Discerning our personal values involves self-reflection. What makes us act and react the
way we do? Through what screens do we view and respond to life? On what basis do we
make decisions? Questions, like those in the following list, can assist with the values
discernment process:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

What is important to me?
What makes me feel fulfilled?
What make me feel angry or indignant?
What makes my life meaningful?
What makes me feel fulfilled and gets my adrenalin flowing?
What influences my decision-making process?
How do I like to be treated?
How do I treat others?

We can also begin to clarify our values by creating a personal timeline of defining
moments or seasons in our life. What are some of the pleasant and painful experiences
that have shaped us? What are some of the themes that were reinforced across multiple
defining moments? What are the underlying lessons that we learned (or perhaps should
have learned) through those life-shaping events? As we look at the individual defining
moments and some of the thematic connections between them, we will be in a better
position to see how our life experiences have shaped our personal values.
Some examples of values are honesty, integrity, compassion, trust, forgiveness,
accountability, change, excellence, justice, mercy, hospitality, generosity, humor, fun,
loyalty, order, and cleanliness. Many personal development organizations have produced
lists of personal values. It is often beneficial to look at these kinds of lists as certain
value descriptors may resonate with our experiences. We can list dozens of relevant
value descriptors, but generally the significant, or “core values,” that define us will not
exceed six to eight in number.
Lee (2006) maintains that there are three levels of values: low values (common habits
like productivity and a results orientation), middle values (best practices like teamwork
and innovation) and high values (overarching values like integrity and courage). Valuesbased leaders must have high values that permeate all of their decisions and that result
in positive benefits for themselves, their communities, and their organizations. Yet, they
must also have strong middle and low core values that allow them to serve with
excellence.
Understanding our personal values paves the way to making the best choices in keeping
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with what is most important to us. Choosing to remain ignorant about our personal
values puts us at a disadvantage, as we may make decisions that are out of alignment
with what matters most to us. However, as we become more aware of our personal
values, we may realize that they are inadequate to support the behaviors necessary to
live out our sense of purpose within a particular context. Critiquing our core values is an
important part of the process of developing robust personal values that will serve us and
others well as we practice VBL.

Critiquing Our Personal Values
Values-based leaders take the time to not only discern their personal values, but also to
critique them to make sure they are both desirable and beneficial for themselves, their
communities, and organizations they serve. Some may refer to this process as values
alignment. In this kind of evaluative process, it is helpful to have an overarching sense of
purpose for one’s life. Do my current values help me achieve my life purpose? If they do
not contribute in a substantive way, what values do I need to strengthen? One can also
compare one’s values with central texts that provide a moral compass for one’s life. How
do my values measure up to the values honored in those texts? It is also important to
compare one’s values to those in the communities that are important to us. In order to
thrive and serve in transformational ways within those communities, do I need to adjust
my values? As we critique our personal values, we are in a better position to live out
values that are more beneficial to ourselves and those around us.

Living Out Our Personal Values
Living congruently with one's values is fulfilling while living in conflict with one's values is
both unfulfilling and stressful. Lopper (2011) believes that stress does not result from
hard work, long hours, or multiple roles in life. Stress results primarily from values
conflicts. When people are in situations where they are unable to honor their personal
values, they will feel stressed and no amount of relaxation, meditation, or exercise will
eliminate the stress until they resolve the values conflict. Addressing this tension may
involve adjusting one’s values (or at least the way we prioritize them), advocating one’s
values despite the tension, or moving away from the situation that is creating the values
dissonance. Understanding one’s life’s purpose and gleaning from the wisdom of others
can help to clarify which direction is best. For Christians, committing the matter to prayer
and listening to God’s voice through Scripture will not only help with discerning the
appropriate course to take in the future, but can provide the necessary strength to
navigate the turbulent waters in the present.
For leaders, living out their personal values gives them a great advantage in shaping
their organization’s culture. Leaders who practice their personal values set a clear
example to others. They are aware of why they make decisions and how those decisions
impact the people around them. They have an internal guidance system, which some
might call a conscience. This internal GPS helps them make the tough choices and feel
confident and courageous in their decisions.
Rue (2001) says leaders who are in tune with their personal values and live in harmony
with them tend to be more positive and find greater satisfaction in life and work. They
tend to form trusting relationships more readily. Multiple life studies reveal they live
healthier lives. They are comfortable with themselves, and they treat themselves and
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others with compassion, respect, and care.

Developing Our Personal Values
As indicated earlier, we develop our personal values through family interactions
(especially during the early, formative years), ongoing connections with people in various
communities of which we are a part, faith experiences, educational influences, life
situations, and workplace experiences. Ganly (2010) believes that the development of
personal values is a lifelong process that affects all areas of life. Personal values
develop through experience and learning. She believes our personal values form and
reform over time and impact our personal lives as well as our professional lives. In
contrast to this position, the BHO Group (2009) believes that our values rarely change.
When they do, it is usually because of a very difficult experience, “the kind of experience
that leaves us questioning our purpose in life” (BHO, p. 9). They further state that if our
values are out of sync with our priorities, our actions will continually fall short of our
intentions and our consciences will bother us incessantly.
Whether one leans towards Ganly (2010) or the BHO Group (2009), it is obvious that the
development of strong personal values is essential to ongoing personal growth and
increasingly effective service as transformational servant leaders. It is also clear that
understanding our personal values is important to who we are, how we behave, and the
influence we have on others and ourselves.
Many organizations have produced a variety of helpful tools and guidelines for
developing one’s personal values. For the purposes of this paper, an overview and
compilation of some of them provides the following starting points for personal
consideration:
1. Identify all value descriptors that you feel are relevant to you personally.
2. Discern your “core” personal values (no more than six to eight). Look for core values
that will help you live out your life purpose in a maximum way, that are compatible
with the communities that are important to you, and that align with the central texts
that serve as moral compasses in your life.
3. Define those core values clearly. For example, if you choose “excellence” as a value
descriptor, what does excellence mean to you? For example, your statement
regarding excellence might be, “I will strive to do my best in every situation in light of
the resources at my disposal.”
4. Create a checklist of specific value-based guidelines that are in line with the value
statement. Again, using excellence as an example, some of your guidelines might be:
a. I will stay updated on _____ (the subject you want to excel in).
b. I will give 100% in everything I do and will not settle for less.
c. Just enough is not good enough.
5. Implement your personal values. For a pre-determined timeframe (15-30 days),
resolve to make all decisions with your set of core values in mind. Everything you do
should support your personal values system. At the end of your pre-determined
timeframe, review and identify where you excelled and where you fell short with the
focus on improving the growth areas in the future.
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6. Find an “accountability partner” who can hold you accountable to your own core
values. This person should be someone you trust and who knows you very well.

People experience significant personal strength, confidence and power when they
discern their values, adjust them to make sure they are balanced and healthy, and
create ways to honor them through their actions and decisions. In the previous sections,
we have defined and described VBL. With this strong theoretical foundation in place, we
will now look at four examples of VBL in business, Christian ministry/non-profit,
education, and healthcare. We will also examine real life examples of values-based
leaders who have demonstrated strong personal values that have had a profound impact
on their organizations.
Business. With revenues topping $60 billion in 2011, Caterpillar is the world's leading
manufacturer of construction and mining equipment, diesel and natural gas engines,
industrial gas turbines, and diesel-electric locomotives (Caterpillar, 2012). The company
also is a leading services provider through Caterpillar Financial Services, Caterpillar
Remanufacturing Services, Caterpillar Logistics Services, and Progress Rail Services.
However, in the late 1980s, Caterpillar found itself at a critical crossroads. The market,
economy and customer expectations had changed. The company was experiencing
heavy financial losses, employees were bitter and unengaged, and the company culture
was caustic. The Track-Type Tractor Division, of which Jim Despain was the VicePresident and General Manager, was losing tens of millions of dollars each year. After
trying every standard approach (e.g., Total Quality Control, cost cutting, equipment
upgrades), Despain and his team of managers introduced a radical approach which
focused on the leadership, the company culture, and the employee’s work experience
(Despain & Converse, 2003). Their honest look in the mirror led to the development and
implementation of a VBL model they called, “Our Common Values,” which emphasized
values such as trust, mutual respect, teamwork, and empowerment.
Despain (Despain & Converse, 2003) describes his experience of VBL while serving as a
manager in Japan. He encountered a Japanese leadership concept called kaizen, which
emerged in Japan following World War II.The word Kaizen means “continuous
improvement.” It comes from the Japanese words 改 (“kai”) which means “change” or
“to correct” and 善 (“zen”) which means “good.” Kaizen is a system that encourages
every employee from upper management to the cleaning crew to look continuously for
ways to improve the workplace.
One year after implementing the “Our Common Values” model, there was a noticeable
shift in the company culture resulting in a more positive experience for employees and
customers. Less than three years after the introduction of the values model, Despain’s
division showed a profit. Within five years, the division had cut its break-even production
point by 50%, increasing profits consistently on a yearly basis. In looking back over his
experience with VBL at Caterpillar, Despain concludes:
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Ministry/Non-Profit. John and Deanna Hayes are the General Directors of InnerCHANGE,
a mission that works among the poor in five countries. The mission’s approach is to
“share the Good News in words and works through personal relationships” (Hayes,
2006, back cover). In his book, “sub-merge,” Hayes presents personal examples of how
building authentic, faith-based relationships can change the world and communities one
person at a time.
sub-merge tells the story of an approach to incarnational ministry that propels Hayes and his
colleagues to live in the communities and cultures they desire to impact. Their approach is to
love and affirm the dignity of all while caring for and meeting their needs. This ministry focus
does not rely on buildings or programs, but on living out one’s values amongst the people one
is trying to touch. Instead of trying to draw in the lost and the poor, the approach is to go out to
them - to live out one’s values and the Gospel message among the people. Jesus used this
same incarnational approach when he came to live amongst his creation.
InnerCHANGE missionaries are regular people who live in neighborhoods around the world as
church planters, community partners and organizers, local workers, and most importantly,
neighbors. They live and lead by their values, and in doing so have made a significant
difference in the lives of individuals and communities globally. They follow the examples of
other incarnational values-based leaders like St. Francis of Assisi and Mother Teresa. Their
actions align with Dr. Bobby Clinton’s statement, “Effective ministry flows out of our being, not
just our doing” (Hayes, 2006, p.18).

Education. Leaders at the University of Denver’s graduate business program developed

a leadership model “that starts with the bricks and mortar foundation of values and
ethics” (Plemmons, 2002, p. 40). The Daniels College of Business (2012) provides
“rigorous training in business fundamentals coupled with values-based leadership and
ethical decision making.” The program combines broad exposure to literature on ethical
leadership with experiential learning that forces learners to evaluate and even reshape
their personal values. An important part of the experiential learning is a three-day camp
experience, which involves team-based activities, reflective journaling and peer
feedback. With decades of research to support their contention, Kouzes and Pozner
(2007) maintain that one of the five practices of exemplary leaders is to model the way –
to clarify one’s values and to live them consistently before others. The University of
Denver’s graduate business program seeks to help students with this discernment and
application process so that they grow solid values that will have a positive impact on
their organizations and those they serve.
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Health Care Corporation, told board members in 1995 that the organization would go
from the eighteenth percentile in patient satisfaction to the seventy-fifth percentile in
nine months, one board member told him that he had set them up for failure
(Stubblefield, 2005). What the doubting board member may not have realized was that
Stubblefield had an unflinching commitment to the value of service excellence. Over the
next nine months, Stubblefield implemented measures in keeping with this value, which
resulted in patient satisfaction exceeding the seventy-five percentile goal. Stubblefield’s
strong commitment to service excellence drove him to create and maintain a great
culture, select and retain great employees, continuously develop great leaders, and
hardwire success through systems of accountability. One of the results has been that the
organization has made it onto Forbes’s list of the top 100 companies to work for every
year since 2002. VBL made a difference for countless patients and employees in this
healthcare organization.
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Health. When Al Stubblefield, Chief Operating Officer and later CEO of the Baptist

Conclusion
We believe that it is impossible to be effective, transformational servant leaders without
practicing VBL. Therefore, it is imperative that all who desire to be transformational
servant leaders commit themselves to discerning their personal values, critiquing them
against their life purpose and other standards/values, developing values that will bring
maximum benefit to themselves and others, and to then live those values consistently so
that they produce like values in the people and organizations they serve. Then, we will be
in a strong position to demonstrate a robust form of TSL that can have a significant local
and global impact.
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Turning Around an
Academic Institution
through Transformational
Leadership
PROFESSOR M. S. RAO, PH.D., HYDERABAD, INDIA

“A business short on capital can borrow money. But a business
short of leadership has little chance of survival.”
—Peter Drucker

Introduction
Every business has its unique challenges requiring the right leaders and the right style of
leadership to face challenges responsibly and successfully. In this case study, I will
discuss a style of transformational leadership which respects stakeholder interests,
precipitates dialogue, is task-oriented, and in one situation, served to revamp an
educational institution.

“Transformational leadership recognizes
and exploits an existing need or demand
of a potential follower . . . (and) looks
for potential motives in followers, seeks
to satisfy higher needs, and engages the
full person of the follower.”

What is Transformational
Leadership?

According to James MacGregor
Burns (2003), transformational
leadership is a process in which
“leaders and followers help each
other to advance to a higher level of
morale and motivation.” In this vein,
— James MacGregor Burns
transformational leadership can be
generally defined as the process of
developing the people, who, in turn,
develop their organizations by
accomplishing pre-determined goals
and objectives. And while the importance of achieving organiza- tional objectives cannot
be underestimated, the methods adopted during the process command even more
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Transformational leadership incentivizes ordinary people to achieve extraordinary
performance. It develops, enriches, and reinforces an ever-evolving set of values and
ethics among the various participants in an organization. Transformational leaders may
be described as charismatic “myth-makers” and “tale-tellers.” However, unlike prototypal
charismatic leaders, they are not defined by their own hubris. They leave a rich legacy
behind them, with suitable successors, unlike charismatic leaders whose departure
often precipitates a leadership vacuum. They emphasize the importance of both the
means and the ends, unlike transactional leaders who myopically dwell only upon the
final results.
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deliberation. In fact, the means to the end necessitates the understanding and
implementation of a transformational style of leadership.

Transformational leaders demonstrate a profound trust and confidence in their team
members and set high ethical and moral standards. They radiate energy and
enthusiasm. They are comfortable with working in teams and resolutely believe in their
people and their potential. They direct the energies of those under their purview in a
manner to derive the very best from them. Consequentially, the heightened focus on
means ultimately serves to accomplish their objectives as well.

Case Study on Transformational Leadership
RW was a young leadership consultant and researcher who received a call from the
Chairman of the Board of Directors of a private business college. RW had performed
some consultancy work for him previously, so the Chairman had already gained
substantial trust and confidence in his abilities. During the meeting, the Chairman
narrated the problems confronted by the institution.
The Chairman had received many complaints about the Principal and a senior faculty
member. The Principal was perceived as weak and took a long time making decisions or
deciding upon a course of action — even on pressing issues. The senior faculty member
realized this and begin influencing, and to a certain extent, controlling the decisions and
actions of the Principal. Consequentially, substantial interpersonal problems ensued
between faculty members, negatively impacting their teaching and academic work.
Steadily, industrial-based research grants, the presence of recruiting companies, and
new student enrollments all began to decrease. The Chairman feared that if no remedial
action was taken immediately, the college would have to be closed. RW listened patiently
to the problems and decided to accept the assignment. He promised to develop a
comprehensive course of action within delay.
After a week, RW returned with his recommendations. He assessed the situation at the
college to be dire and the quality of teaching to be stagnant and substandard. Without
immediate and drastic reforms, the college would inevitably be closed. He proposed that
both the Principal and the senior faculty member in question be promptly removed from
their respective positions. Since there was no time available to recruit a new principal, he
offered his services on a three-year contract. But his remuneration would be substantial
— almost twice the amount his services had been previously commanding.
The Board of Directors deliberated over the proposal with great consternation. The
scenario proposed by RW was unconventional. However, as they had allowed the
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situation to deteriorate by not taking action earlier, they now felt compelled to accept
RW’s proposal. The fact that his work and reputation were known to the Chairman was
also taken into consideration. Consequentially, the proposed firings were adopted and
RW was appointed as the new Principal.

Solution
Without input from faculty members or other stakeholders associated with the college in
sanctioning this hiring decision, RW’s appointment by the Board was ostensibly received
with reluctance and hostility. Some senior professors felt that they could have been
given the opportunity, especially in view of their long association with the college.
However, RW was unperturbed and moved ahead with his plan of reform.
He met with every member of the faculty and non-teaching staff and individually noted
their concerns. He prepared a list of their misgivings and doubts and prioritized them
according to severity and importance. He created a time-bound action plan to resolve
each one of them. When he announced this plan, everyone was amazed. They had not
seen things moving at such a rapid pace in the past.
The academic activities were already delayed by three weeks. There were no teachers for
three subjects and a timetable had to be prepared. RW called a meeting of the entire
faculty and asked for volunteers to instruct these three courses. Fortunately, a junior
faculty member, who was a dedicated and committed professor, came forward and
offered to shoulder the responsibility of handling one of the subjects. The other teachers
were reluctant to increase their respective workloads. Finally, by offering monetary
incentives, RW recruited a second instructor to agree to teach a course. Ultimately, in an
effort to fill the remaining vacancy, RW decided to teach the third subject himself — he
wanted to lead by example.
RW realized that there had been a historic lack of transparency and open
communication between management and the academic staff. Additionally, he noted a
paucity of coordination between the persons who marketed the courses and the
instructors who taught them. In an attempt to resolve this situation, RW scheduled
monthly meetings wherein members of both groups could generate meaningful and
constructive dialogue and raise the issues that concerned them for immediate debate
and potential redress. During these meetings, RW encouraged participants to think
creatively about the problems and postulate potential solutions. Often, the issues could
be resolved by the team members themselves — without the intervention of
management.
Many good ideas and suggestions for improving school operations emerged from these
meetings. A team spirit was created among all the members. They were motivated to
view issues and develop potential solutions as a collective entity, using their individual
resources as a singular team to achieve their organizational goals and objectives. This
also contributed to make the working environment more positive and enjoyable. A sense
of collective purpose had been imbued which entailed the use of a variety of individual
talents.
While the above actions were underway, RW gave substantial attention to meeting the
commitments he had presented in his initial time plan. He referred to the list several
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During the transformation of the college, RW undertook various initiatives. He identified
the areas where there were conflicts and promptly addressed them. He did not shirk
from seemingly insurmountable challenges, but rather assumed full responsibility and
accountability. RW also realized that the previous principal had encouraged petty politics
by favoring a few people and alienating the rest. He had been surrounded by sycophants.
RW changed this by ensuring that everyone who had a stake in a decision was involved
in the decision-making process. Additionally, he made sure that the faculty members
were always kept informed of all developments. He persuaded administration to act
quickly on all transmitted feedback. Gradually, a climate of trust and confidence was
created as direct involvement by all affected stakeholders was encouraged and fostered.
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times a day to ensure that even the smallest task was not overlooked. He knew that a
true leader had to deliver upon his or her promises. RW infused confidence among the
employees by replacing the prevailing pressure with pleasure, distrust with trust, and
miscommunication with prompt and open communication.

During this time, two dissatisfied faculty members were found to be spreading rumors
and negative stories about the inner machinations of this transformative process. RW
quickly made the decision to fire them immediately to stymie any potential setbacks to
the progress being made. He assured that everyone was informed of the true reasons for
their departure — not only to serve as a deterrent, but to demonstrate his firm
commitment to complete transparency of all actions undertaken.
RW introduced several training and development programs to enhance the skills of the
faculty and the members of the administrative staff. People felt valued and their ongoing
input was encouraged with this gesture. This infused faith and self-confidence, opening
the doors to better performance and growth. Additionally, RW arranged regular meetings
between students and their teachers. The informal atmosphere allowed the
establishment of better relationships. He explained to the faculty that the students were
essential to their existence — if there were no students, there would be no teachers
either!
Whenever any feedback emerged from these interactions, RW assured that
commensurate action would be undertaken. When a few students talked of problems
with a particular faculty member, he investigated the matter immediately. On occasion,
he discovered that a particular faculty member was disparaging and short-tempered in
class. RW arranged a meeting with the faculty member and provided constructive
feedback to improve his behavior. This produced the desired result and the faculty
member’s relationship with the students improved substantially. RW’s success in
tactfully and adroitly handling this case further enhanced the respect he received from
the college.
Three years passed by quickly. When the Chairman reviewed the situation, he discovered
that the primary areas of conflict and contention had dramatically improved. Industry
grants had increased to record levels, a large number of students were applying to the
college for admission, and the institution had gained an enviable record of placing all its
graduating students several months before the conclusion their academic tenure. The
number of research papers published by the faculty was at a record high. The
atmosphere in the college was spirited and uplifting. The faculty, administrative staff,
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and student body had created and fostered constructive and productive relationships
with one another.

Bernard M. Bass’s 4 I’s
According to leadership researcher, Bernard M. Bass, there are four behavioral
components that comprise transformational leadership: charisma/idealized influence,
motivational inspiration, intellectual stimulation, and individualized consideration
(1985). Charisma is the identification with, and emulation of, the leader’s mission and
vision (Bass & Avolio, 1994). Motivational inspiration is “the arousal and heightening of
motivation among followers that occurs primarily from charismatic leadership, while
individualized consideration is evident when subordinates are treated individually
according to their needs” (Reichenau, 2005 quoting Bass, 1985). Intellectual stimulation
refers to the leader’s influence on followers' thinking and imagination (Bass, 1985). RW
effectively adopted and implemented the 4 I’s defining Bass’s transformational
leadership paradigm — individualized consideration, intellectual stimulation,
inspirational motivation, and idealized influence — to truly reform this particular
educational institution.
RW cared for his people. He empathized with their problems and solved them
comprehensively and promptly. He recognized their motivational needs and acted
accordingly. He stimulated the various participants intellectually by encouraging them to
be creative and to think “out of the box” in solving the challenges presented. He gave
them freedom to act without undue constraint and counseled them only when they were
not able to resolve the issues themselves. He clearly articulated the vision of the
institution and challenged various categories of stakeholders by setting high standards.
He exuded confidence and optimism and demonstrated energy and enthusiasm
throughout the reform process. He motivated his people continuously and constantly.
Finally, he set an example through his own performance and became a role model for
others.
RW demonstrated his integrity, set an example, established organizational goals and
objectives clearly, communicated unambiguously and in a timely manner, connected
with various stakeholders by fostering new relationships, and opened unfettered
channels of communication. He encouraged, supported, and inspired his people to
transform the educational institution which was on the verge of collapse and elevate it to
greater heights. Ostensibly, RW was a true transformational leader.
From this case study, it becomes clear that the right style of leadership is warranted to
properly develop an organization in a sustainable and responsible manner. This
particular situation called for transformational leadership to prevent the college from
closing down, to safeguard the jobs of the employees, and to provide quality education to
the students.

Conclusion
Although institutions are not typically defined by their individual actors, at times it is the
individual called upon to transform the organization through his or her visionary and
transformative style of leadership. Individuals like RW made a substantial difference
through his exemplary actions to reform a failing educational institution. The results of
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his perseverance, creativity, and tenacity demonstrated that the right style of leadership
is integral to enabling institutions to achieve organizational excellence and effectiveness.
Hence, transformational leadership will inevitably play a crucial role in years to come.
Leaders have to act according to the situation, with greater emphasis on
transformational leadership and less on transactional leadership to advance the
interests and meet the objectives of their respective stakeholders and organizations.
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Abstract
The purpose of this study was to assess core values and attitudes among conscribed soldiers
volunteering for international peacekeeping missions (n=146), by a comparison with conscripts
from the same class and regiment that did not apply for international missions (n=275).The
sample consisted of an entire class of conscribed soldiers whereof 389 completed all three
repeated surveys. There were no demographical differences between the groups. Volunteers
expressed higher altruistic basic values and held more positive attitudes toward their military
education. The findings in this study are of importance for the Swedish armed forces as success
in international missions is dependent on soldiers with sound values in order to better
understand different cultures in the areas where deployments now are taking place.1

Introduction
The Swedish Armed Forces (SAF) has recently been re-organised from a previous
invasion-based defense to a much smaller force with international focus. Consequently,
in 2010, the earlier mandatory military enlistment system was replaced with a system of
contracted voluntary enlistment for the armed forces (SOU 2009:63). When mandatory
enlistment for the SAF was in practice, almost the entire yearly group of males aged 18
years with Swedish citizenship underwent a pre-screening for military fitness — where
physical, cognitive, emotional and social functioning, and fitness were assessed. While
pre-screening was mandatory, only between 5-10% of the potential recruits were actually
mandatorily enlisted in the last 5-7 years of conscription. This gave the SAF good
opportunities to enlist the best-fitted and most motivated individuals of each yearly
group. The new recruitment scenario has raised concerns about the quality and
standards of the potential recruits, not only in regard to physical fitness for military
missions, but also with respect to mental fitness to successfully meet the challenges
facing soldiers involved in international missions.
1

This study has been funded by the Swedish Armed Forces.
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During the conscription era, conscripts served 11 months and thereafter had the
possibility to voluntary apply for international military service or to start officer education
training. Sweden has a long tradition of peacekeeping missions in, e.g., former
Yugoslavia and Lebanon, and since 2002, in Afghanistan.
According to Richardson, Op den Buijs, & van der Zee (2011), an increasing proportion of
ethnic minorities in the western world has made cultural diversity an important issue in
many organizations. The Swedish Parliament has stated that the SAF should reflect the
society in whole, regarding sex and ethnicity. The importance of cultural diversity has
also been adopted by the armed forces (Winslow & Dunn, 2002; Richardson, Bosch &
Moelker, 2007). This depends mainly on two primary considerations: (1) an increase in
numerical troops deployed in Islamic countries (such as Afghanistan) requires an
understanding of Eastern cultures, and (2) the fact that a defence force usually should
be a reflection of society in terms of gender, socioeconomic class, religion, and ethnicity
(Richardson et al, 2011). Most countries in Europe have moved from defence forces
built on conscription to all voluntary defence forces, signalling that the armed forces are
competing with civilian employers in terms of being able to recruit personnel. This is a
challenge when civilian employers often offer higher salaries and better career
opportunities (Van der Meulen & Soeters, 2007).
The sample in this study consisted of all recruits in a logistics regiment from the last
class of mandatorily-enlisted Swedish soldiers and the military training that they
experienced when completing the required activities. During the later phase of
mandatory training, all participants were offered to voluntarily enlist as contracted
soldiers for international military missions. The purpose of this exploratory study was to
compare those soldiers who voluntarily enlisted for international service with those not
volunteering in terms of values, leadership attributes of their closest officers, and their
individual perceptions of the military training education. Earlier research (e.g., Bennett,
Boesch & Haltiner, (2005); Gibson, Griepentrog, & Marsh, (2007); & Legree et al.,
(2000)) shows that military education, leadership, and family influence all significantly
impact an individual’s choice to serve on an international mission.
Both groups were thus mandatorily enlisted during this study. By identifying traits and
psychological dispositions that characterised those soldiers who voluntarily enlisted for
contracted international peacekeeping missions after completing mandatory enlistment,
such findings may contribute to the knowledge of the mental fitness of future, voluntarily
contracted recruits serving in SAF’s international missions.

Values Orientation and Attitudes Predicting Voluntary Enlistment
With data from a large, national US sample, Bachman, Segal, Freedman-Doan, &
O’Malley (2000) found that high school students with more “pro-military” attitudes and
those with a more positive attitude towards the tangible benefits associated with working
for the armed forces, showed a higher interest for future voluntary enlistment. When
analysing the motives behind enlistment decisions among American high-school
attendants, Eighmey (2006) distinguished between tangible occupational goals such as
job benefits or education, and intrinsic and intangible institutional goals – such as
fidelity. In a survey study among participants in the US reserve force, Griffith (2008)
found that soldiers motivated by intrinsic, institutional goals reported a higher
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willingness to participate in international missions, remain in the army, and serve their
country compared to those with more instrumental motives. It can also be assumed that
basic values ‒ as well as attitudes related to what Richardson, Verweij, & Winslow
(2004) have described as “moral fitness” in relation to fulfilling peacekeeping missions ‒
comprise the ethical requirements to be upheld by the military personnel in the complex
types of conflicts wherein peacekeepers are summoned.

Method
Procedure:
The present study was based on data from three repeated surveys distributed to all the
initial mandatorily-enlisted soldiers in a logistics regiment. The first questionnaire (N =
475) was completed one week after joining. During this period of basic training, the
mandatorily-enlisted learned fundamental soldier skills such as the handling of personal
weaponry, marching, etc. The first questionnaire was administered by researchers from
the Swedish National Defence College, who gave information about the aim of the study
and the voluntary nature of participation. The following two data collections were
acquired by officers at the regiment in accordance with written instructions regarding
procedure and information given to the participants. In all three measurements, a
document that informed the participants about ethical considerations, confidential
treatment of data, and voluntary participation was included at the beginning of the
questionnaire, together with contact information of the researchers. Each participant
was asked to provide his or her signed consent for participation in the study and was
also asked to provide such authorization for use of his or her social security number in
order that all three questionnaires could be matched.
The second questionnaire (N = 436) was completed after the first term of basic training
(month 4) and the third questionnaire (N = 421) was completed after the completion of
unit training (month 11) — one week before the conscripts would complete their
compulsory military service. In total, 389 conscripts responded to the questionnaire on
all three occasions. Most of the attrition occurred during the initial training period. In all,
about 5 percent failed to complete their mandatory enlistment duties. There were also a
number of participants who joined the regiment at a somewhat later point of time who
only completed the second and third surveys.

Participants:
The mean and median age of the participants at the start of their education was 20
years; 97 percent of the respondents were males and 3 percent females. Thirty-eight
persons failed to report their country of origin, while 96 percent of the respondents were
born in Sweden. All participants were Swedish citizens, a requirement for inclusion in
mandatory military enlistment. In all, 44 respondents failed to report the military rank for
which they were to be trained. Of the completed responses, 72.5 percent were private
soldiers while 21 percent were non-commissioned group officers. The remaining 6.5
percent were non-commissioned platoon officers. The term “non-commissioned officer”
(NCO) here refers to conscripts serving as NCOs. Those conscripts had high psychological
and physical assessments at the time of enlistment and several served 15 months
instead of 11 months depending on their respective positions.
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Instruments:
For an overview of the scales used in the study and in which of the surveys they were
presented, see Table 1 below.

Table 1
Overview
Initial Expectations of the Training
Personality Traits (PQ)
Sensation Seeking
Basic Values
Psychological Hardiness
Psychological Fitness for Missions
Assessments of Quality of Training
Assessments of Platoon Officer (Positive)
Assessments of Platoon Officer (Negative)
Benefits/Risks with International Missions
Application for Voluntary Enlistment

1
X
X
X
X

2

X
X

3

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Basic Values
Basic values were measured in the first survey by selected items from an inventory
developed by Österberg and Carlstedt (2010) and were calculated from three indexes
according to the structure that had been established in earlier studies of conscripts
(Österberg & Carlstedt, 2010). The values were:
Altruistic:
(α= .70, three items: “I willingly do sacrifices to help others”; “I care about people”; and
“I feel sympathy for individuals who are worse off than I”).
Family-orientated:
(α= .69, four questions: “One of my goals in life is to make my parents proud”; “A
parent’s duty is to do their utmost for their children”; “You always have to respect your
parents”; and “Family is an important part of my life”).
Patriarchal:
(α= .71, three questions: “If a woman earns more than her husband, there are bound to
be problems”; “Men are almost always the better political leaders than women”; and
“When jobs are scarce, men have more right to jobs than women”).
Attitudes to the military system and military education:
Initial expectations with respect to mandatory military training were assessed in the
survey by an inventory consisting of nine items, e.g., “physical training” and “a good
education” (α =.85), developed by Österberg & Carlstedt (unpublished manuscript).
Perceived negative aspect of the platoon officer’s leadership:
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The perceived quality of the military education:
This value was measured in the third survey by an inventory consisting of six items
(=.83) (Österberg & Carlstedt, 2010). General attitudes towards the platoon officer
were also measured in the third survey by an inventory developed by Österberg and
Carlstedt (2010) consisting of 11 positively formulated items (=.94).
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This was assessed in the third survey by a scale derived from the Hogan Development
Survey (Hogan & Hogan, 2001). This scale consisted of 22 items (α =.92), assessing
potential negative aspects of leadership, e.g., that the platoon officer “does not trust
other persons”; and “act impulsively.” A high value on this scale thus indicates a
negative attitude to the leadership of the platoon officer.

Potential benefits and risks associated with international missions:
These factors were measured by an inventory consisting of 14 items in the third survey
(Österberg & Carlstedt, 2008). An exploratory factor analysis with varimax rotation gave a
two–factor solution that explained 56% of the total variance in the inventory. The first
factor (=.88), with an eigenvalue of 5.75, included positive values or benefits with
international missions and consisted of 11 items, e.g., “developing self-discipline” and
“doing something to be proud of.” The second factor, (=.90), with an eigenvalue of
2.07, consisted of three items that concerned potential risks and dangers, e.g., “getting
injured or killed.”

Results
Out of 421 participants completing the questions in the third survey on their plans after
completing military conscription, 35% (146 persons), reported that they had applied, or
had decided to apply, for international peacekeeping missions, while 65% (275 persons)
reported other plans. Tests with x2 revealed no significant differences between
volunteers and non-volunteers in regard to sex, nation of birth, or military rank. In terms
of physical fitness, the volunteers reported a better improvement of strength during their
military education (x2=9, 99; df=4; p<.05) and more frequent physical training during
duty (x2=12.63; df=4; p<.05).
There was also a multiple-choice question asking the respondents what plans they had
after their compulsory military service. Of those not wanting to continue with the SAF,
starting work in the civilian sector was the most common statement, followed by studying
and travelling.

Table 2
Basic attitude(s) towards military education and international missions among
conscribed soldiers not volunteering (n=275) or volunteering (n=146) for
international peacekeeping service after completed military training; t-tests for the
group differences; alpha coefficients.
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Basic values
Family values
Altruistic values
Patriarchal values

NON-VOLUNTEERS
M
SD
4.81 0.79
4.82 0.86
2.01 1.05

VOLUNTEERS
M
SD
t
5.02 0.81 *
5.02 0.83 *
1.98 1.00 n.s.


.69
.70
.71

Attitudes toward and expectations of military issues
Expectations
5.03
Opinion towards platoon officer 4.64
Perceived negative qualities of 2.40
leadership (platoon officer)
Perceived quality of education 4.14
Attitudes to international missions:
Benefits
4.30
Dangers
4.20

0.69
0.84
0.74

5.25 0.58 **
5.07 0.77 ***
2.14 0.68 **

.85
.94
.92

0.94

4.65 0.75 ***

.83

0.74
1.17

4.88 0.56 ***
4.45 1.19 *

.88
.90

*p<.05 **p<.01 ***p<.001

In regard to basic values, the volunteers reported significantly higher altruistic as well as
family-oriented values than the comparison group. Both groups reported, on average, low
patriarchal values and did not differ in this attitudinal area as is shown in Table 2.
Table 2 further presents the attitudes and expectations concerning military training for
volunteers and non-volunteers. The volunteers had higher initial positive expectations
regarding mandatory training, and they, to a significantly higher degree, reported that the
military training contributed to their own personal and professional development as well
as met their personal expectations. They generally expressed more positive attitudes to
their platoon officers. Not surprisingly, the volunteers reported significantly more positive
aspects and potential personal advantages associated with international peacekeeping
missions, but as shown in Table 2, they were obviously also more aware of the potential
risks associated with their future missions.

Discussion
Basic values and attitudes:
The volunteers held stronger “family-oriented” and “altruistic” core values than nonvolunteers, while the two groups did not differ in regard to “patriarchal” values.
According to Richardson et al., (2004), ethics and morality are on the top of an “ethics
pyramid” where (basic) values constitute the foundation. If the higher, more applied
levels of the pyramid (i.e., ethics and morality) are not based on commonly shared
values, they do not serve to properly influence individual behaviour or decision
processes, particularly not in complex and/or stressful conditions such as they may
appear in peacekeeping missions. Furthermore, Richardson et al., (2004), claim that
similar to physical fitness, “moral fitness” needs to be regularly practiced in everyday life
(applied wisdom) to be upheld. Moreover, moral fitness needs to be rooted in basic
communally-shared values and these authors suggest that it is possible and necessary
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The volunteers reported significantly more favourable attitudes to their mandatory
military training, with higher initial expectations and further on, more favourable
attitudes to the performance of the platoon officers and the actual quality of their
completed training. The more pro-military attitudes among the participants enlisting
voluntarily are not unexpected in concordance with the findings of previous studies on
the associations between pro-military attitudes and the willingness to serve in the armed
forces (e.g., Bachman et al., 2000; Griffith, 2008).
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for the military community to foster this among its members by daily “application and
practice of the principles of accountability and responsibility” (Richardson et al., 2004, p.
109).

Peace-keeping missions raise other kinds of demands on the participating soldiers than
traditional military missions in terms of moral responsibility and accountability
(Richardson, Verweij, & Winslow, 2004). Although the theme of morale issues in relation
to peace-keeping missions was not raised in this survey, it was shown that the
volunteers had a higher degree of altruistic core values.
After the transition to an AVF, the SAF is more likely to operate in different areas around
the world, which puts new demands on the soldiers carrying out the missions. In the
conscription system, the vast majority of conscripts were White, Swedish-born men
between 18-20 years old. Within the new system, there is a more diverse and
heterogeneous composition of the SAF in both age and experience; this could be a
fruitful area for research in the future.
Limitations of the study.
As this study was based on participants from the last year of mandatory military service,
there are limitations in generalising research findings of a system based entirely on
voluntary enlistment. Thus, while we suggested that the participants who chose to
volunteer for further enlistment represented a positive selection of this sample in several
ways, we should keep in mind that, with respect to a population basis, the entire group of
enlisted soldiers constituted a positive selection of military fitness during the last period
of “mandatory” enlistment. It therefore remains an open issue whether the same
positive selection mechanisms will be possible to uphold with the transition to a fully
professional army. Further, studies should address basic values and attitudes among
soldiers in the new system of voluntariness.
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Values and Reflections from the
Field:
An Informational Interviewing
Experience and Collections
from the Harvard Leadership
Studio
JULIET SIENA OKOROH
HARVARD SCHOOL OF PUBLIC HEALTH
BOSTON, MA

“Sometimes you just have to do what feels right. In the
end, you want to be able to sleep at night. But be
truthful to what you believe… persuasion is listening.
Be humble, and don't worry about who gets the credit.”
— Dr. Harvey Fineberg , President of the National institute of
Medicine

Abstract
Background: Leadership has been described as the organization of people to achieve a goal,
which often entails characteristics such as charisma and intelligence. While the Trait Model in
leadership is often used to define characteristics of effective leaders, little is known about how
many public health leaders transcend these leadership qualities and values in making decisions,
particularly in situations of great uncertainty.
Objective: To understand values of leaders in the decision-making process, using informational
interviews at the Harvard School of Public Health as well as collections from the Harvard
Leadership Studio, Voices from the Field Programming, and other symposiums.
Methods: I approached public health pioneers and asked them what personal characteristics
they considered to be essential for effective leadership, how they defined personal success, and
what advice they would share with the next generation of public health leaders. The quotations
expressed were extracted from informational interviews and recorded videos. Opinions expressed
were paraphrased from the viewpoint of the writer.
Results: The interviews and programming identified values that centered on taking risks, having
a vision, open mindedness, knowing where one’s moral compass lies, and willingness to encounter
resistance to change.
Conclusion: This report represents a reflective and qualitative approach to understanding how
value-based characteristics influenced the decision-making of successful leaders as well as
provides advice to the next generation of public health leaders. Further analysis could include
reflections on successful leadership training models and evaluating performance in leadership.
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Seeking advice from leaders can sometimes be a daunting and intimidating experience.
On one hand, these are leaders you admire and aspire to become, yet there is no
certainty whether they will answer your questions ‒ which at times can be personal. At
the end of this experience, I left with the understanding that many leaders think about
giving to the next generation; addressing my questions was just one of many ways to do
so. More structured environments may not facilitate the type of open dialogue that
explores values which underlie critical decision-making in public health. More impromptu
conversations allow for spontaneous responses that may uncover the thought processes
of many leaders ‒ something which often does not appear in the literature. Not everyone
has the opportunity to have these unstructured conversations with public health leaders
in this manner. Hence, this work is unscripted and valuable.
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Introduction

While there is a school of thought that believes in personality differences between
leaders and non-leaders, from the writer’s experience, a common theme that arose was
not so much predicated upon personality differences or traits in decision-making, but on
values: a consistent set of preferences concerning the appropriate course of action
which reflected what these leaders thought was right, wrong, or desired. The inherent
sense that there is a non-rational or quantitative approach to making decisions was
often difficult to label. Ostensibly, public health leaders must weigh ethics, evidence,
and resources. In this manner, values are just as important as traits are in the decisionmaking process. The success or outcome of a decision made by public health leaders
appeared to be as important as the values driving the decision. Thus, many leaders
remarked ‒ even in situations of great uncertainty ‒ on the importance of staying true to
one’s self.
My first informational interviewing experience was with Dr. Atul Gawande in the
Department of Health Policy and Management, who described his journey in public policy
and surgery in the following manner:
“I wanted to do policy, to write, to have an impact; many of my colleagues went on to subspecialize but I decided that public health played an important role in my future. I knew the story
of my parents growing up in rural India and the opportunity to not only have an impact locally but
internationally. Public health is how I defined my success.”

When asked about advice geared to upcoming Masters in Public Health students, Dr.
Atul Gawande responded: “Always think in terms of having an outcome, a skill set that is
invaluable. I took as many classes in biostatistics and epidemiology as I could when I
was a student here.” I conveyed to Dr. Gawande that after my own placement in the
Peace Corps several years ago to serve in Cameroon, I experienced a change of heart. I
changed my mind because I felt that I did not have enough skills to make much of a
difference only recently graduating from college at that time. I wanted to wait until
completion of medical school. Dr. Atul Gawande commented on this decision:
“To be honest with you Juliet; I probably would have gone to Cameroon anyway. Sometimes you
have to take risks in life, learn from your mistakes and move on” (Gawande, Atul. Personal
interview, 29 October 2012).

Value: Taking Risks
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The concept of risk-taking appeared to be central to the success of many leaders
interviewed. Dr. William Hsiao, Department of Health Policy and Management, Global
Health and Population, who played an instrumental role in health reform efforts in over
nine countries, expressed this sentiment,
“I didn't always know I was going to be a health economist, but I knew I was a risk-taker. When I
made my decisions to pursue health systems, I did not have many colleagues to talk to, for even
up to twenty years. In my twenties, I thought if I was to leave this world what would I want to be
known for…I wanted to make a difference” (Hsiao, William. Personal interview. 12 February
2013).

Dr. Robert Blendon, Senior Associate Dean for Policy Translation and Leadership:
“We took risks in our generation. This generation is more open-minded. Make sure you go
someplace where people are open. I couldn't believe starting off as a graduate student at John
Hopkins, a department head of surgery would allow me to survey surgeons. He was open to
having the discussions on health services research with me, understanding the results of my
study and impact. I picked projects not necessarily because I knew at your stage I wanted to
work in the United States or abroad, I went where I felt I could have a major impact… most
people make decisions that way” (Blendon, Robert. Personal interview. 21 May 2013).

Value: Having a vision and staying true to one’s self
Having a vision also appeared to be a central theme guiding the success of the leaders
interviewed. Defining one’s values and being truthful to one’s self, even in the face of
adversity, appeared to be important attributes characterizing how these leaders made
decisions. Dr. Harvey Fineberg, former Dean of the Harvard School of Public Health and
President of the Institute of Medicine, opined:
“Sometimes you just have to do what feels right. In the end, you want to be able to sleep at
night. But be truthful to what you believe… persuasion is listening. Be humble, and don't worry
about who gets the credit.”1

Supporting this need for vision and authenticity, U.S Secretary of the Department of
Health and Human Services, Kathleen Sebelius, expressed:
“You have to know what you believe. Ideally, you learn more every day but some form of moral
compass is essential or you can never figure out how to make a decision about anything! Ever!
Having a constant debate with yourself about where your moral center lies is a deadly way to
discuss policy. Secondly, you have to be willing to take risks. You will never be able to know all
you need to know about any decision.”2

Dr. Robert Riviello, Associate Professor of Surgery, Brigham and Womens’ Hospital,
echoed the sentiment of being authentic, visionary, and consistently reflective:
“I wanted to affect the most vulnerable and marginalized through my work. I remember my
experience living in Angola, asking a local if he wanted to go to school. His response was, ‘I have
dreams all the time, I want to go to school but it is only a dream.’”

Realizing his privilege had been key to his own values evolution, Dr. Riviello
acknowledged: “I, unlike many people in different parts of the world, have the means to
achieve my dream.” He further discussed the importance of risk-taking in personal
growth and development:
“Sometimes you may not see the direct outcome of your work, but you have to take risks to grow
as a leader. It would be very easy for me to move to rural Africa to work. Life may be less
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Value: Open-mindedness and flexibility
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complicated; I don't have to bear the shock of living in both worlds. I stayed here because the
residents need me. I want to train the future of academic global surgery. However, the concept
of this is not me, who am I, what do I stand for, and does my work depict my true character is
recurring. Sometimes people may think you are crazy for having a vision, self-reflection, and
trying to define what you do” (Riviello, Robert. Personal interview. 2 April 2013).

Being open-minded and flexible were qualities advocated by many leaders. The idea of
“It all makes sense now… but it didn’t before” resonated in many discussions. Dr. Lisa
Hirschhorn, Director of Quality Improvement at Partners in Health, stated:
“I thought I was always going to do basic science research; never really saw myself as a leader
in global health until the AIDs epidemic of the 1980s hit. Your generation should remain flexible,
be prepared for who knows what is coming next” (Hirschhorn, Lisa. Informal discussion on
“Resistance to Change,” 21 May 2013).

Dr. Thomas Mcintyre, Assistant Professor of Surgery, Suny Downstate Medical Center,
explained:
“During my fellowship, I walked into the Partners in Health office and asked them if they needed
a surgeon. Keeping flexible and open in terms of how you will get to your ultimate goal is a very
important attribute of a leader. Work outside your home, out of your comfort zone. Try to
understand the needs of the place you are working in as much as possible. When you are not
sure if you are doing the right thing, focus on service, your service to the patients” (Mcintyre,
Thomas. Personal interview. 28 February 2013).

Value: Persistence and developing key partnerships
“I learned to swim in a river when my parents did not want me to in China. I went at night when
no one saw me. I persisted and finally I became a good swimmer” — Dr. Yuanli Lui, Department
of Global Health and Population, Director of Harvard School of Public Health China Initiative.

Persistence seemed to define many of the leaders’ work. From China to Rwanda, they all
expressed sentiments of being persistent in developing allies and key partnerships to
advance their respective interests. Dr. Lui added:“The Mayor of Wenchuan County is my
soul mate in public health and brother; I have never met a leader so dedicated that he
has transformed the health of the county starting with his entire cabinet.” In this light,
Secretary Sebelius stated on her appointment to the U.S. Department of Health and
Human Services: “I will know, I will learn, I will surround myself with people that know,
but I can do this. You will not know all you need to know but you will find people who do
and ask the right question.”2

Value: Willingness to encounter resistance and change
Many leaders also advocated not being afraid of failures or encountering resistance to
change. According to Dr. Harvey Fineberg:
“Think for a moment at the last time you changed your mind about making a decision….the
world won’t change if you don't try…. part of making decisions is what you know. Part of it is a
feeling you get. It just feels right.” (Fineberg, Harvey. Informal meeting with HSPH students. 12
March 2013).
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Dr. Hamish Frasier, associate physician at Harvard Medical School and former Director
of Informatics and Telemedicine at Partners in Health commented on the success of
health information systems in developing countries:
“Starting small… small incremental changes and building on that…you are always taking a risk
and encountering resistance” (Frasier, Hamish. Personal interview. 5 March 2013).

This sentiment was echoed by Secretary Sebelius:
“You can never win an election if you are afraid of losing.”2

Value: Don’t be afraid to say you don’t know and to learn
Acknowledging naiveté yet desiring to acquire knowledge, Dr. William Hsiao explained:
“When I was asked by the Taiwanese government to help transform their health system, I
admitted, I do not know what a health system is.”

Dr. Harvey Fineberg opined that, “A leader is a learner” while Secretary Sebelius
explained, “You will never know all you need to know about making a decision.”
Accentuating this theme, Dr. Robert Riviello revealed: “I am still trying to figure it out!”
Knowing whether you are making the right decision, Dr. Michael Watkins, Associate
Professor of Surgery at Massachusetts General Hospital, said:
“There are many scenarios where you will not have data, but if you have a negative feeling about
a decision, pay attention to it. Other parts of your psyche are as important as the data in front of
you…When making decisions, forget and remember… take an extra minute to think about a
decision you have made…you are not going to make the right decision all the time.” (Watkins,
Michael. Personal interview. 11 May 2013).

Value: Mentorship
The role of having a mentor is key to the success of effective leadership. Identifying
individuals who have experienced similar challenges in making decisions can be a
powerful success metric or tool. Dr. Ashish Jha, Professor, Department of Health Policy
and Management, remarked:
“At your stage, I would not focus solely on one thing. When the time comes, find a mentor that
you really admire and work with them” (Jha, Ashish. Personal interview. 30 January 2013).

Emphasizing the importance of mentorship, Dr. Kim Rhoades, Assistant Professor,
Stanford Cancer Institute added:
“In the 7th grade, I had a mentor who told me I was going to Stanford, so I went to Stanford. Then
I had a mentor who told me I was going to medical school, so I went to medical school. I have no
regrets. In fact, everywhere I go, I feel like there is an angel guiding my decision” (Rhoades, Kim.
Personal interview. 16 April 2013).

Value: Thinking broadly in a new generation and century
Lastly, the idea of a transitional generation highlights the importance of recognizing
when existing paradigms are insufficient. Drs. Blendon and Hirschhorn remarked that a
new generation of leadership is charged with the very important task of being broad
thinkers. In support of this charge, Dr. Kim Rhoads stated:
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Harvard School of Public Health Dean Dr. Julio Frenk often remarked about removing the
artificial silos in public health, the false dichotomies, and the idea that individuals make
up health-systems: “We need to have much more multipolar thinking and integration.”
And on the topic of the human experience and disease, he remarked, “There has been a
great transformation in the human experience of disease…now disease is a condition of
living; people spend significant amounts of time in states of less than perfect health,
living with a disease and it becomes part of our identity… and very often by the way, a
stigmatized identity. And finally, on the importance of health systems: “The health
system is not something abstract; it is an integral part of the fabric of societies. People
are the fundamental part of the health system … the heart of health systems.” 3
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“I am caught in a transition between generations. Gone are the days of training good general
surgeons. We need broad thinkers; we can't do it all alone. Your generation will be charged with
doing this and will do so effectively.”

Speaking on the issue of the global burden of disease, Lord Nigel Crisp, a member of the
U.K House of Lords and former Chief Executive of the National Health Service, explained:
“[The] 21st century isn’t the 20th century. What we have to deal with is simply different… and
whilst I take the point that communicable diseases and non-communicable diseases are
affecting the same people, once your burden is much more oriented towards non-communicable
diseases, we have to think much more about society than we used to do ‒ and society not just in
terms of people’s behavior…. but how societies are organized to enable people live healthy
lives…If I was running the health service today, I would address that… I would change the aim of
what we were doing in the NHS. In the NHS, we tended to think about providing health services;
we didn't think about the wider social context even in a socialized health system.” 3

Advice on public health solutions
According to Dr. Robert Blendon:
“We have had disparities in America for fifty years. I am not interested in knowing that you ran a
logistic regression and found race important. We need to focus on solutions…. there is no point
setting a target or goal when people are not reaching it. Goals need to be consistent with
people’s perceptions of reality. We did some work in Latin America attempting to curtail teenage
drinking, only to find rum was cheaper than Coke.”

Dr. Atul Gawande remarked on the future of global health: “I think the private sector in
many countries, including India, can play an important role in delivering solutions to
common public health challenges…. We need to make public health appealing by
engaging the public.” And on the future of universal health coverage as a solution to
complex health systems challenges, Dean Julio Frenk opined: “I think if we want
universal health coverage to be a reality, we need to think about integration. These
dichotomies have only hurt us; that is what I tried to do in Mexico… .” And with respect
to the topic of health reform in Mexico, Dean Frenk described two pillars for his decisionmaking process: it is essentially a deliberation process that is both ethically-grounded
and evidence-based. He further examined the problem of achieving universal access and
health disparities in the United States:
“What is lacking in the United States is an explicit agreement on the terms of healthcare. If it is
part of the general reward system, then it is fine if you have forty million people uninsured. If you
think that health is not part of the reward, but the conditions that make the rewards fair, health
then is a right and you do not accept the disparities. It has to be an explicit discussion and most
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industrialized countries had this discussion and agreed. If you think it is the latter, you will not
repeal health reform…the essence of the reform in Mexico was to decouple access to insurance
from formal employment. It is not a formal benefit of employment; it is a right of citizenship. The
constitution was amended to recognize it as a right.” 3

On supporting global health efforts around the world, Lord Nigel Crisp explained:
“Blair asked me what we could do to support improvements in health around the world. I came
back with three answers: first is to stop telling people what to do and support them in doing
what they already know they want to do. Secondly, we have a great amount in terms of
education and training of health workers…. what Africa needs is not money but the time of a
skilled health worker. Thirdly, we have an amazing amount to learn from people without our
resources in all kinds of ways in health.” 3

My own thoughts on possible healthcare solutions are that public health interventions
and clinical medicine are necessarily interjoined and not sufficient standing alone in
dealing with the needs of complex health systems. Unfortunately, in many settings,
political and structural policies that result in the vulnerable being marginalized by their
own government originally established to protect its people, makes clinical training a
bandage over the denudating wounds of the helpless and poor without offering real
solutions to the cause of their problems. Thus, we need to focus on needs assessments
and building capacity in prevention and treatment collectively if we are to tackle the
inequities in global healthcare.

My values
My personal journey of leadership stems from being placed in a military boarding school
as early as age eight in Lagos, Nigeria. I was assigned the post of prefect to a class of
students at least four years older than I. Listening and perseverance, I would say, are my
guiding principles.
J.D. Valerie Dabady, Principal Legal Counsel at the African Development Bank, once said:
“As a leader, be humble. Try to be the last to speak and the first to listen. Persistence has been
my key. I believe up to ten people can say ‘no,’ but someone will eventually say ‘yes’ and in the
end, it is worth the ten rejections to arrive at a great answer.”

Furthermore, I share the sentiment described by Dr. Harvey Fineberg concerning doing
what feels right. Someone recently asked when I would move Nigeria to build a hospital. I
responded: “When Nigeria has health insurance with adequate social protection;
significant and catastrophic out of pocket payments are not sustainable. We have to talk
about equity because quality and access are interconnected. Building a new hospital just
doesn’t feel right.”

Conclusion
I have shared my encounters with leaders in attempting to understand their values and
to explain how this helps them assess situations and ultimately, make decisions.
Personality traits ‒ defined as important attributes of recognized leaders ‒ seem to
suggest that leadership is an inherent quality. However, from my understanding and
analysis of the acts and beliefs of these leaders, values seem to play an important role in
how they thought about making decisions as well as the importance of the decisions
they made. I am left with a sense that, in the end, the best course of action to be
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Furthermore, I learned that leadership is not an end, but rather a process of constant
ethical reflection and deliberation on shaping and defining one’s values. This journey of
learning and self-examination was inevitably fundamental to the growth and personal
development of leaders whom I interviewed. Lastly, with the understanding of the
importance of values in decision-making, further analysis could include exploring the
source of these values and how best to train the next generation of public health
leaders. Should quality leadership be premised upon the number of effective and
successful decisions made or rather upon the value of making the decision itself? These
are critical questions and directions to contemplate particularly in understanding and
identifying the best practices for training the new generation of leaders. I conclude with a
quote by Jack Welch:
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employed when dealing with adversity may not always be as apparent since individual
situations may warrant a customized understanding and approach. Hence, making
decisions in public health is not so different from how individuals make decisions in
other aspects of their lives.

“Before you are a leader, success is all about growing yourself. When you become a
leader, success is all about growing others.”
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Building From Within:
Designing a ValuesBased Cultural
Template
*******

“The development of leadership capacity within
an organization is not random. It happens by
design. Building an innovative culture and
recruiting talent that understands innovation and
the importance of continuing to learn is critical.”
— Stewart Levine & Associates LLC
JOSEPH P. HESTER, PH.D. & H. DARRELL YOUNG
*******

Introduction
Leading By Values
As we give our attention to values-based leadership development (V-BLD), we
acknowledge that a plan is needed for re-building businesses and organizations on a
values foundation. Without a plan, V-BLD is only a pipedream as many business plans
give only lip service to the internal culture of the organization. We believe that a cultural
business plan must be developed with a foundation in values and fully integrated into
the overall business plan of the organization. This plan sets the parameters of behavior
within the organization and with its customers. It is our belief that the creation of a
business as a moral community is vital to the establishment of a values-based
leadership culture. A values-based culture seeks moral unity within and without.
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The literary critic Cleanth Brooks2 supports the idea that a foundation of shared values is
required for building community. He notes that community is “a group of people held
together by common likes and dislikes, loves and hates held in common, shared values.”
He continues his explanation of social stability by saying, “Where there is a loss of
shared values, communities may break down into mere societies or even be reduced to
mobs. The loss is ominous, for when men cease to love the same things, the culture
itself is disintegrating.”
We live in a world where a dominant value is instant gratification. This is revealed by how
we avoid even the slightest discomfort; but change and discomfort are a part of our
organizational/business landscape. As Cleanth Brooks3 says, “Change has come — and
of course is still coming — but the questioning of old attitudes and values is a powerful
stimulant to observation, memory, and cogitation. If the loss of the old provokes in some
no more than the irritation at being disturbed, it sends others back to an examination of
their first principles. If the new constitutes a challenge to the old ways, in the philosopher
and the poet the old may offer a counter challenge to the new.” Today we are being
challenged to examine “first principles,” the foundational beliefs and values that are able
to create and sustain a values-based organization. Whether “old ways” or “new,” reevaluation of our beliefs and values is required as we seek unity of purpose and mission.
The value complexities that entangle us are many, perhaps initiated by the global
economy as much as by questionable business practices that caused the present
economic crisis, and a values relativism prevalent in contemporary media, political, and
business practices. These events have turned our attention to evaluating business
cultures and encouraging business cultures that are values-based. Over forty years ago,
Robert Greenleaf issued a call for V-BLD in terms of “servant leadership.” His foundation
continues to support and promote servant leadership through the Internet, training, and
publishing.4
Many believe that V-BLD will bring stability to corporations, perhaps even to the
operations of local, state, and national governments. We, too, believe that honesty and
integrity among workers, with customers, and those affected by its products and services
will bring stability of purpose and mission to corporate operations. 5 We acknowledge the
importance of value, but are quick to point out that “value” is a generic concept –
applied variously in business, education, religion, etc. – that is more often than not
situationally defined.6 This introduces even a deeper complexity into corporate and
organizational culture requiring a workable plan to initiate.
Thus, we take the initiative and anchor “value” and “values-based leadership
development” in a culture of moral principles. These will include, but are not limited to,
the following:


The quality of respect employees have for each other and all those whom the

2
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Equality of all employees and opportunities for growth that lies at the heart of a
learning and entrepreneur environment;



The accommodation of differences and different points of view (unity, but not
uniformity); and



Freedom of conscience, which also acknowledges the importance of the spiritual
dimension of human life as a sacred trust that cannot be violated.
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organization or business serves;

Edward D. Hess and Kim S. Cameron7 have observed, “values-based leadership is based
upon honesty, respect, trust and dignity, and it regards every employee as a valued
human being.” These values, they say, describe the characteristics of leaders who focus
on positivity and virtues to create and sustain highly successful organizations. They are
referring to moral character when they say,
As society tries to rebound from the recent scandals involving fraud, financial
improprieties, and unethical behavior among its leadership, the fundamental
message of leading with values is clear: acting ethically and virtuously, and treating
all stakeholders with respect and dignity, can create extraordinary outcomes without
sacrificing performance and profits.
Hess and Cameron share an inclusive perspective that offers constructive possibilities
for survival and growth. They have identified moral behaviors that cross societies and
sub-cultures over time. Importantly, they do not deny the immense moral confusion in
contemporary life due to weakening ties with tradition and with our religious past. 8 Scott
Hibbard9 agrees that there are historic, inter-connecting moral principles shared by
people East and West, North and South. He points out that it is religious faith that is
enormously influential in the construction and mobilization of these “collective
identities.” Hibbard explains that powerful emotional forces are operating inside and
outside of our economic and service oriented enterprises. These forces are often
expressed in our religious faith and validate our cultural authenticity as they bind us
together. These forces, like market forces, are not inanimate; rather, they are composed
of numerous decisions made by real people many of whom have a fervent attachment to
past habits and self-centered values. Therefore, to build unity of purpose and mission
within our organizations, we have to work at it, for the moral forces that bind us can just
as well separate us. And even if we clothe our corporations in the mantle of morality,
writing credos and codes of ethics doesn’t make it so.

The Moral Turn
Jonathan Glover reminds us that our moral history10 is a living and growing affair
involving a network of relationships embraced by the idea that human dignity and
integrity defined as honesty and responsibility are as important to corporations as they
are to family life and intimate friendships. Glover defends the Enlightenment hope of a
7
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world that is more peaceful and more humane, the hope that by understanding more
about ourselves we can do something to create a world with less misery. And even
though he defends this view, he argues that we should replace the thin psychology of the
Enlightenment and its preference for a secular view with something more substantial,
complex, and closer to the reality in which we all live.
This is our goal as well as we are perhaps witnessing a “moral turn” in corporate culture
due to the emphasis on values-based leadership. Inside and outside the corporate
community, we discover that our moral relationship-highways are the means by which we
transfer value, meaning, and quality services and products from management to
employees and from the enterprise itself to its contractors, vendors, and customers.
Although our mission will sometimes change due to a changing economic environment,
our purpose as an organization, steeped in moral values, will bring corporate stability out
of these complexities. Our moral motivations and actions will indeed make the workplace
more humane. And if we are a little squeamish about introducing ethics or civility into the
workplace, we should remember the words of John Kennedy on the day of his
inauguration: “So let us begin anew — remembering on both sides that civility is not a
sign of weakness, and sincerity is always subject to proof. Let us never negotiate out of
fear. But let us never fear to negotiate.”11
This comment demonstrated to the American people that Kennedy was about stability of
purpose, but included both civility and strength in that purpose. Stability of purpose
steeped in a commitment to human dignity and integrity and to search out and identify
the moral practices with which we identify requires both patience and insight. Thus,
stability of purpose becomes a reliable platform for launching creativity and innovation.
We agree with the Reverend Andy Stanley of North Point Church in Atlanta who said,
“Decisions don’t determine outcomes; the beliefs that drive the decisions determine
outcomes. To change outcomes you must change the way you think.” And we believe
that this is what proponents of values-based leadership are asking — that we change our
thinking and build into our business plans a cultural plan that includes moral principles.
We often blind ourselves to the occurrence of a shift in our thinking, especially if it
happens after we have made a command decision and acted upon it. Darrell Young tells
his students that it took some time in his business wanderings to discover what “value”
means in “values-based leadership.” He now understands that leaders cannot be
seduced into oversimplifying complex issues so that there are only two alternatives, or
even less. Those who are impatient, who are looking for a quick fix and who are in a
hurry to display their values as some kind of corporate icon, often overlook the very thing
they are searching for. Consider the case of IBM as explained by its president, Samuel J.
Palmisano:12
We’ve been spending a great deal of time thinking, debating and determining the
fundamentals of this company. It has been important to do so. When IBMers have
been crystal clear and united about our strategies and purpose, it’s amazing what
we’ve been able to create and accomplish. When we’ve been uncertain, conflicted or
hesitant, we’ve squandered opportunities and even made blunders that would have
11
12
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sunk smaller companies. It may not surprise you, then, that last year we examined
IBM’s core values for the first time since the company’s founding. In this time of
great change, we needed to affirm IBM’s reason for being, what sets the company
apart and what should drive our actions as individual IBMers. Importantly, we
needed to find a way to engage everyone in the company and get them to speak up
on these important issues. Given the realities of a smart, global, independent[ly]minded, 21st-century workforce like ours, I don’t believe something as vital and
personal as values could be dictated from the top….In the end, IBMers determined
that our actions will be driven by these values:
Dedication to every client’s success
Innovation that matters, for our company and for the world
Trust and personal responsibility in all relationships

…Clearly, leading by values is very different from some kinds of leadership
demonstrated in the past by business. It is empowering, and I think that’s much
healthier. Rather than burden our people with excessive controls, we are trusting
them to make decisions and to act based on values – values they themselves
shaped.
To me, it’s also just common sense. In today’s world, where everyone is so
interconnected and interdependent, it is simply essential that we work for each
other’s success. If we’re going to solve the biggest, thorniest and most widespread
problems in business and society, we have to innovate in ways that truly matter. And
we have to do all this by taking personal responsibility for all of our relationships —
with clients, colleagues, partners, investors and the public at large. This is IBM’s
mission as an enterprise, and a goal toward which we hope to work with many
others, in our industry and beyond.
Actually, Palmisano has gone beyond ordinary common sense to a wiser, more universal
view. When we fail to talk about, discuss, and even debate among ourselves the values
that define our business culture, our unconscious motives keep us bound to the past
and to values that have lost their usefulness; we cannot think about them for the simple
reason that we are thinking with them. What is beneath the surface does not need to
remain so and we have the ability to expand our awareness of the value forces that can
change our culture. We can either view leadership and values in such a way to fit it into
our standard habits and routines so that a single view or expectation completely
dominates our minds and emotions and distorts all else, or we can loosen the chains
that bind us and seek a more inclusive view.

Leadership Complexities
Clearly, the comments above reveal the complexity of values-based leadership. This
complexity is revealed in the global economy that today dominates business and industry
in every expanding country and the highly competitive business environment that has
become a natural part of our world. It is also revealed when we entangle values and
ethics within the business culture. Within these complexities, leadership becomes even
more convoluted when organizations and companies fail to identify their core beliefs and
values, which in turn, define their purpose and mission. When organizational culture is illdefined or is not values-based, organizational mission is beset with ambiguity and
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inconsistent results. This was discovered in a study of “mentoring” 13 by Hester and
Setzer. They observed, “The leader as mentor, no matter what the level within the
organization, is charged with contributing to creative achievement. The mentor-protégé
relationship, without the support of the culture of which it is a part, hangs on the slender
thread of personal relationships and individual commitment only. Mentoring, to be
affective, must be an important part of organizational culture.” Identifying the conditions
or culture in which mentoring takes place is a vital component of business operations.
Higgins and Kram comment:
… [T]hese conditions include: (a) the mentor’s place within the organization
hierarchy, (b) supervisory versus nonsupervisory mentoring, (c) inside versus outside
mentoring, and (d) the level of intimacy between the mentor and protégé. These are
cultural conditions which imply that the attitudes, work ethic, and ethical behaviors
of both mentor and protégé are preconditions for these relationships to work
smoothly.14
Nick Anderson15 remarks,
Everyone faces complexity driven by uncertainty and accelerating change. It is the
New Normal making leadership more demanding and in demand. Accelerating
Complexity places extreme demands on leaders. The leader’s ability to relate,
energize, and develop their followers is critical to empower them to act without
direction. It’s a competitive imperative and requires a new balance of more effective
and affective leadership. It’s the ability to produce results by being affective. That
ability to influence people, in the way they think, feel and act is now paramount.
Anderson’s view is that leaders need to lead transformationally. He points out that
leaders (CEOs especially) are confronted with massive shifts caused by:


New government regulations;



Increased information management;



Changes in global economic power centers;



Accelerated industry transformation; and



Rapidly evolving customer preferences.

Traditional methods of management are no longer sufficient to confront what is today a
given for doing business globally. Managing complexity is demonstrated by a new study
from KPMG International, a global network of professional firms providing audit,
advisory, and tax services.16 Their findings expose the complexity of business as a real
and serious issue for senior decision makers, and a primary source of additional risk as
well as cost and management challenges. But KPMG International says that these

13
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94% agreed that managing complexity is important to company success;



70% agreed that increasing complexity is one of the biggest challenges their
company faces; and



Trying to manage complexity has had mixed success with only 40% of senior
executives rating themselves as “very effective.”
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leadership complexities also represent opportunities. The firm surveyed 1400 corporate
decision makers across 22 countries and discovered the following:

Among those surveyed, 74% of KMPG respondents saw opportunity in complexity.
Opportunity included the following:


Gaining a competitive advantage;



Creating better strategies;



Developing new markets;



Driving efficiency;



Bringing in new products; and



Driving new approaches to HR, geographic expansion, mergers/acquisitions and
outsourcing.

Nick Anderson also discovered that CEOs see innovation’s (entrepreneurship)
importance rising to overcome complexities by instilling creativity throughout their
organization. They suggested that leaders must become more creative and instill
creative thinking throughout their companies. According to Anderson, they need to:


Be more comfortable with ambiguity and experiment with new business models
to realize their strategies;



Invite disruptive innovation and take balanced risk;



Consider changing their enterprise drastically to enable innovation; and



Engage their teams to be courageous enough to alter their status quo.

Anderson concludes,
The problem is that time to create the future is compressed. Only wisdom deals with
the future. But achieving wisdom isn’t easy. For people to acquire wisdom they must
transition through data, then information, then knowledge to get to wisdom —
“evaluated understanding.” Let me explain, Wisdom is understanding where none
has existed before. Unlike data, information and knowledge, it asks questions which
have no known answer. Wisdom is a human state informed by technology not
replaced by it and enabled by future perfect and future worse-case thinking. The
challenge is leading people through transitions of understanding data, to
information, to knowledge, and finally to wisdom — fast enough to be useful.
This means that leaders need to create learning organizations that acquire wisdom fast
enough to thrive in rapid change by:
(1) Creating cultures that support ongoing employee learning, critical thinking, and
risk taking with new ideas;
(2) Allowing mistakes and valuing employee contributions;
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(3) Learning by experience and experiment; and
(4) Dispersing newly-gained wisdom through the organization and embedding it into
the day-to-day.
Margaret Wheatley17 addresses the complexities of leadership in terms of the transition
from heroic leadership to leadership as a hosting activity. She points out that heroic
leadership relies on the assumption that someone can be in control, which is impossible
in this age of inter-connectedness. No one person can offer solutions to every problem
and control the environment through their implementation. She also suggests that
leadership is more about inviting in and “hosting” people who can help solve the
challenges we face. In her analysis, Wheatley comments, “Leaders-as-hosts invest in
meaningful conversations among people from many parts of the system as the most
productive way to engender new insights and possibilities for action.” Thus, we can ask,
“From a leadership development perspective, should we think about whether we are
attempting to be the stereotypical charismatic leader, the person with all the answers, or
indeed the person who is engaging in meaningful conversations to deliver substantive
change?”
The complexities of values-based leadership are also demonstrated in the dual
imperatives of the global economy and the emergence of an enterprise ethic. These two
forces have placed heretofore unknown demands on organizations. Dan Sweeney,
Director of the Institute for Enterprise Ethics at the University of Denver, recently
addressed the question of why many corporations break down, in particular, what
happened at BP.18 He said,
There is often a wide divide between what is said in the boardroom, or the C-suite,
and what actually goes on in the front lines of an organization. As I understand the
BP situation, the company always had something of a wildcat or cowboy culture.
They were known as being the company that went after the hardest-to-get oil and
were proud of their adventuresome spirit, the tough work they did, and the results
they accomplished, especially given the risks they incurred.
I suspect, when they made the bold pronouncements about sustainability and
corporate responsibility, it didn’t wind its way down onto the drilling platform. I think
it probably came in a couple of memos, and that was about it. I think that, while the
professed culture around the board room and the C-suite may have changed, and
certainly the professed culture in front of the press changed, I suspect the culture on
the drilling rigs and in the layers of management right above the rigs didn’t change
much. So, either the new message didn’t get there, or it got there, but the old habits
were so strong and so engrained that they didn’t change.
I would also suspect that their incentive programs didn’t change either. If the
workers on a drilling platform were incented on cost controls and the time it takes to
get the oil out of the ground, those incentives stayed.

17
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& Johnson and the Tylenol recall back in the 1980s and that company’s resultant
commitment to its ethical credo:
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The wildcat culture, which was part of BP for so long, just was so entrenched that it
wasn’t going to change very quickly unless there was a major effort by senior
executives, and it doesn’t seem like there was. It was more of a token, surface
gesture.

The values that guide our decision making are spelled out in Our Credo. Put simply,
Our Credo challenges us to put the needs and well-being of the people we serve
first….My suspicion is that the Credo culture didn’t get moved across new
generations of executives. It appears that the Credo culture withered, not away, but it
lost its strength as the guiding principle in the organization. At some point, some
executive team didn’t give it the importance that previous executives had.
I think that corporate cultures, unless they’re cultivated, maintained, fed, and
reinforced, will change with the times and the people. It requires a strong effort to
maintain a culture, especially in the face of economic and social trends that are
contrary to it. My suspicion is that, as new people came into that business, people
who weren’t weaned and raised on this Credo culture that it just didn’t have the
power for them that it did for previous generations.
Also, I think that this was a period of extraordinary pressure on earnings and growth,
and some of the aspects of the Credo culture may have been an inhibiting factor on
achieving those goals. It appears that there was no trans-generational learning
among these executive teams. You see that in a number of companies where
lessons are learned by some, but not passed on.

Method or Substance
Economist Milton Friedman19 writes that for corporate executives “responsibility...
generally will be to make as much money as possible while conforming to their basic
rules of the society, both those embodied in law and those embodied in ethical custom.”
He also commented, “The only entities who can have responsibilities are individuals ... A
business cannot have responsibilities. So the question is do corporate executives,
provided they stay within the law, have responsibilities in their business activities other
than to make as much money for their stockholders as possible? And my answer to that
is, no, they do not.”
Disagreeing with Friedman’s final answer, we would add that there are moral
considerations in addition to following legal prescriptions and one cannot appeal only to
the vague idea of “ethical custom.” These moral considerations obligate organizations
and businesses to their employees and to their customers. They are embodied in the
idea of “values-based leadership” and are the responsibility of not only individuals, but of
corporations as moral agents.20 And yet, if network structures are or have hastened the
19

20

Friedman, Milton (2011). “The Social Responsibility of Business is to Increase its Profits.” The New York Times
Magazine: http://www-rohan.sdsu.edu/faculty/dunnweb/rprnts.friedman.html.
Hester, J. and Killian, D. (2011) Op cit. (A moral agent is a being that is “capable of acting with reference to right and
wrong,” and can be held responsible for behavior or decisions. “It is moral agents who have rights and responsibilities,
because it is moral agents whom we take to have choices and the power to choose.” If you do not believe that anything
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end of moral authenticity within organizational life, forestalling the emergence of the
artificial (corporate) person as a moral entity, and if professionalism, command and
control, the belief in method – controlled rationality – teamwork, and efficiency are the
hallmarks of the modern leader, entrepreneur, or professional manager, then what place
is left for the idea of ethical or values-based leadership or vision? As Paul Leinberger and
Bruce Tucker have observed, “In the world of the modern organization inhabited by the
organizational man and his immediate successors, everything was method
masquerading as substance.”21
Twenty-three years ago, William H. Whyte, Jr.’s prophecy of a nation of organization men
had come to pass.22 The American CEO was usually a man – a white man. He was a
manager first who was a good controller, not an owner He was a company man, not an
entrepreneur. And he had learned to play the corporate game. Although this description
of corporate reality is too narrow and time-bound, it has not gone willingly into the night.
In 1989, thirty-three years after the publication of Whyte’s book, U.S. News & World
Report declared in a cover story: “Reports of the death of the organization man are
premature.” Its survey of middle-level executives concluded, “Just as such large
companies still dominate the American landscape, it is the mostly anonymous people in
their middle ranks who remain the willing cogs that make the engines run.” The authors
of this study found strong evidence that the organization man’s way of seeing the world
endured.23
But under the influence of the organization man, America’s economy has gone into a
free-fall. It is now recognized that leadership is not privileged to just top executives, but it
is clear that professional management with its command-and-control mentality lies at
the heart of economic difficulties. The social ethic of the organization man turned
business leadership into financial strategy and the consequences have been ugly. The
organization man’s dominant value, other than the profit motive, was his faith in his
ability to rationalize and measure everything. The following motto made this very clear:
“If you can’t measure it, it isn’t worth talking about.” This meant overlooking those other
important organizational qualities — the quality of relationships, of service to others,
producing quality products, and providing quality services. In short, these complexities of
leadership came about because “means and ends” became confused. As Leinberger
and Tucker, commenting about the organizational man culture, said, “Short-term
methods of correlating prediction with performance became more important than having
a clear vision of the future.” And we would add a vision guided by values steeped in
ethical beliefs.
As the complexities of leadership in the second half of the 20th century began to unfold,
we began to understand leadership as involving meaningful choices and making
meaningful connections. Building and sustaining relationships lay at the heart of his
understanding. Robert Greenleaf24 reminded us that leadership was not only about
or anyone should ever be blamed or deemed responsible, then you are going against the idea of moral agency, and
denying the concept of responsibilities and rights. Ethics in PR; http://ethicsinpr.wikispaces.com/Moral+agent?
responseToken=079cef0da23a5da1 674816c0cb78e3fa9).
21
Leinberger, P. and Bruce Tucker (1991). The New Individualist. New York: Harper.
22
Whyte, A. (1956). The Organization Man. New York: Simon & Schuster.
23
Buckley, J. (1/16/89). “The New Organization Man.” U.S. News & World Report.
24
Greenleaf R. K. (1970) Op cit.
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In the 1960s, Robert Greenleaf brought forth the idea of “servant leadership” and the
concept of the values-based leader began to spread through the writings of Warren
Bennis and others like him. This kind of leadership was one in which a leader brings out
the best in others; it did not mean manipulating employees and giving lip service to
glittering generalities like “respect for the individual.” It meant fundamentally, to live your
own narrative; leave room for others’ narratives of professional growth, challenge,
recognition, and try to orchestrate all these competing narratives into a mutually
satisfactory web of relationships for as long as it can be sustained. More and more
today, we all are beginning to understand that we all exist in relationships with others,
and that relationships are fundamental to what it means to be human, but not only
human, to what it means to be a leader of others. Leadership is indeed in need of a
meaning which it can’t furnish by itself – it is defined in relationships and in service to
others.
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choice or relationships; it was about service to others and serving an end – a purpose –
beyond itself.

Moral Commitment: A Connective Tissue
We live in a pluralistic world. Here values and how one defines a successful life are
multiple and compete with one another. We understand that the interpretation of what
constitutes a moral life and moral duty will differ from person to person. This is why our
discussions must remain fluid and open, from day to day and year to year. We can be
certain of this: our moral duty is the connective tissue between our commitments and
our actions. Persons, whose behaviors do not correspond to their moral obligations, and
core values, are in peril of violating their sense of moral integrity. So what we believe
about ourselves and others; what we value in human life; our idea of personal character
and integrity; and our friendships and associational relationships will be the sustaining
glue that forms the foundation of an organization or business that is values-based. In
giving birth to values-based leadership, we are participating in a change project. We are
laying plans for creating a new reality for ourselves and for those who choose to work
with us; for those whom we also serve. In fact, we are choosing to expand the horizon of
“what is” and offer to our inside and outside customers “what can be.” Our role is that of
creating new possibilities.
There are six building blocks for constructing an ethical foundation in organizations.
These six building blocks will support leadership and employee development as they
increase their own positive, ethical dispositions and behaviors. These building blocks are
the internal workings of a company or of any organization that is committed to valuesbased foundation building. They are the inner-workings, the engine and gears, supportive
of an emerging values-based culture.

1) Collaborative Thinking
Collaborative thinking is a way of widening our vision and helping employees understand
the importance of treating their fellow workers with respect, honesty, and trust. Leaders
can assist employees resolve conflicts and make good choices, but this will require
commitment, patience, and dialogue. Collaborative thinking will help all employees
prioritize and organize their goals and provide options for growth and development.
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2) Commitment to Mastery
Leaders and employees need to understand that mastery doesn’t mean dominance.
Rather, it means proficiency. All employees, from the top to the bottom, should be given
an opportunity to master certain skills; be encouraged to clarify and deepen their
commitments, and focus their energies on the creative application of their talents.
Personal commitment at all levels needs to be encouraged, especially commitment to
the ethical treatment of others.

3) Cleansing Our Windows
No doubt all of us rely on important events, people, and institutions to guide our
behavior. These influences are often deeply embedded. They could include religious
commitment or commitment to a particular set of traditions or values. They function to
identify our most deeply ingrained beliefs and influence how we behave and how we
understand our world. It is through these windows that we are able to enlarge our
sympathies to encompass tolerance and diversity. But if we live in a values diminished
world, we are more often than not left “windowless.” So, it goes without saying that our
windows need cleaning now and then. An honest and open discussion of our personal
beliefs and our company’s values will aid in this process. Open dialogue will enlarge our
vision and purpose and clarify our mission.

4) Sharing a Vision
Leaders who sustain a measure of influence and stability in their companies are those
who share a common mission and deeply held values with their employees. Leaders
need to be open and positive, and share a larger and more comprehensive vision of the
future with employees and customers. They need not only to respond to the challenges
life imposes on them, but impose their values and vision on the challenges they face
with sustained dialogue founded on trust and cooperation, and on the belief that the
lives of all whom they touch are of utmost value.

5) Learning Together
Many employees will have difficulty understanding the value issues placed before them.
The 21st century has been a “values-confused” period of time. Absolutism has been left
behind and leaders must learn to negotiate the troubled waters of values…one instance,
one person, one troubled compromise at a time. Thus, shared learning is perhaps more
important today than ever before. Shared learning begins in nonjudgmental dialogue and
results in a genuine pattern of thinking together. This is why discussions of beliefs and
values are important; they are the substance of “purpose” and direct the mission of the
organization or company being led.

6) Self-Control
Building a company or an organization on a foundation of ethical values requires selfcontrol. This means discipline – discipline of self and of employees if need be. It also
means living by values consistently and handling problems efficiently and effectively.
Those who are adept at solving problems and make the “right” decisions most of the
time will also be defined as “persons of self-control.” This quality is also a great teacher
as others within the organization will learn from the leader’s model.
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Vision Statement:
A vision statement is a clear mental picture of what could be fueled by the conviction
that it should be. It should be realistic, creditable, attractive, and better than what
presently exists — that is, it promises to produce more usable results. Notably, in this
template, we discuss vision last, but admit that most companies and organizations have
an ongoing vision of what they want it to become.
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Components of an Integrated Values-Based Template

Decisions in any organization depend upon a prior vision of what constitutes that
organization, and what purposes it should be pursuing. But “vision” has a double
meaning: first, it denotes a clear view of reality, a taking stock of what really is, which
provides a sound basis for a company’s actions. Second, “vision” is not only about what
is, but about what could be. Indeed, vision is about seeing into the future.
Warren Bennis25 comments, “As a nation we cannot survive without virtue; it cannot
progress without a common vision.” Taking stock of Bennis’s comment, the internal
culture of a values-based organization has the responsibility of seeking a COMMON
vision. This seeking begins with the beliefs and values of the individuals who make up
the company, from the top to the bottom. This will be a shared vision supported by
shared beliefs and values. A vision statement should be part of the assessment process
— a gut check so to speak — of what was once thought and what now is.

Beliefs:
Leadership that is value based is not some abstract category. Any organization or
business is made up of people, and it is people who are the subject of its vision. It is
people who build collective loyalties and amenable ties, who share the work and fulfill
the company’s mission. Without the commitment of employees, managers,
entrepreneurs, and executive leaders, the internal culture of the organization will be
beset with disharmony and shoddy work. The beliefs of the people who work in a
company are an essential part of its cultural foundation. Beliefs literally create our reality
for they are a state of mind in which trust and confidence are placed in some person,
some thing, or some being. They are attitudes that shape and influence our actions.

Values:
Understandably, beliefs have critical and transformational power. Beliefs about people,
work, the mission of the organization, and the quality of services and products the
company provides form the ethical connections of the company; it translates the work of
the company concretely into daily practice. The beliefs employees hold in common are
the foundation of their values.
Values are the qualities and moral fiber by which we are known; the means by which we
make decisions, evaluate successes, and learn from failures. Values identify our
character for they actually are our prioritized beliefs. The values of the organization also
identify its commitment to caring, discipline, craftsmanship, authority, and to the unified
vision of the company.

25

Bennis, W. (1989). On Becoming a Leader. New York: Addison & Wesley.
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Purpose:
From the values of an organization derives purpose. Never confuse purpose with
mission. Purpose determines and drives the mission of organizations. Purpose defines
who we are; mission defines the strategies for actualizing our purpose. Purpose is built
from our prioritized set of values and beliefs; it is a definition of the self but it is larger
than self in that it encompasses the future with a desire to change it for the better. Thus
purpose has both a descriptive and normative dimension. The descriptive looks at how
the organization functions; the normative, how it ought to function.

Mission Statement:
Simply put, a mission statement is a sentence describing a company’s function, markets,
and competitive advantages; a short written statement of its business goals and
philosophies. A mission statement defines what an organization is, why it exists, and its
reason for being. At a minimum, a mission statement should identify an organization or
company’s products and services. It is about value propositions; how we create value.

Measurements:
Here is where the internal (values-based) culture of a company overlaps its external
culture (market analysis, organization and management, marketing and sales
management, service or product line, funding, and financial projections). Measurement
will include the following:
 Service – which is the method the company delivers its product;
 Stewardship – which assesses the discipline of the company to fulfill its purpose and


mission; and
Innovation – which is the method the company grows itself. Thus, we ask, are we growing
as a company and as a people? (Young & Hester, 2004, p.121)

Capabilities Template
The following Capabilities Template provides a company or an organization a plan for
implementing and evaluating a values-based culture, both for its inside customers
(employees) and outside customers (vendors, contractors, etc. and those who buy its
products or acquire it services). This plan is sufficiently general to be adopted by any
company or organization. It includes the basic commitments and components discussed
previously.
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Building the internal organizational or business culture begins with identifying basic beliefs about
people, about the organization, and about the culture you wish to create. This, perhaps, starts with
the vision of the one or ones who started the business, and we will use VISION as one of the
measurement tools later on. These beliefs need to be identified and prioritized for they comprise the
foundation of organizational values.

BELIEFS

STEP #1

STEP #2

Whatever we do, we begin
with certain beliefs about
ourselves, other people, and
the way we behave in the
world, and the purpose of our
work. These beliefs should
share an ethical perspective
‒ one committed to servant
leadership.

Begin by listing five beliefs
that guide your life and what
you think should guide your
company or organization.
These may be about
yourself, others, your faith,
and/or your work.

The next step is to compare
and contrast your beliefs
with others in your
organization. Talk about
these in small groups.
Reach agreement on those
beliefs that can be the
foundation for building a
values-based
organizational culture.
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BELIEFS

Example:
1. We believe that people are the organization’s (company, department) most important resources.
2. We believe that building positive relationships throughout the company or organization will
increase efficiency, productivity, and unity of purpose and mission.

VALUES
Once personal beliefs have been identified, shared, and then combined, these beliefs become the
foundation of the organization’s cultural identify. Now is the time to identify the ethical values that
these beliefs support. These values will determine the purpose and mission of the organization.

VALUES
Values are traits or qualities we
think are worthwhile. They
represent our highest priorities
and deeply held driving forces.
They are based on our beliefs.
Organizational or business
culture is built on a foundation of
shared values.

STEP #3

STEP #4

For each prioritized belief
in Activity #2 above, create
a representative value that
describes how your
organization will treat its
customers, suppliers, and
internal community.

To help you understand
the values which you have
listed, define each value
using three other value
words For example:
Integrity: Trustworthy,
Honest, Responsible

Example:
1. We value unity of purpose translated as a working harmony for its value in increasing work
efficiency, quality, and productivity.

2. Commitment to employees and customers in terms of costs, benefits, quality, and services.
JOURNAL
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and customers in terms of costs, benefits, quality, and services.
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PURPOSE
A purpose statement is created from the beliefs and values of an organization. A leader’s
responsibility is to articulate organizational beliefs and values and hence, purpose, to employees and
outside customers.

PURPOSE
STATEMENT
A Statement of Purpose is
the foundation of your
organization’s vision. You
should understand that a
purpose statement is about
what the organization wants
to become.
PURPOSE answers the
question WHY.

STEP #5

STEP #6

Thoroughly review
Activities #1-#2.

From your outline, write
your purpose statement.

From this review you
should be able to
formulate a high level
outline that focuses on
long-term thinking and
evaluation of who you are
and are striving to become
as a company or
organization.

Remember: your purpose
statement explains why you
do what you do. It is rooted
in your values and is
foundational to your vision.
Your purpose statement
should give you a glimpse or
a preliminary vision of what
you want your organization
to become.

Example: Our purposes include:






Commitment to work/performance improvement throughout the company.
A concerted dedication to leadership improvement.
Organizational improvement.
Advancing a learning environment that improves both people and organizations.
Focusing on developing and maintaining a values-based culture.

MISSION
A mission statement is a reflection of the company’s values-based culture (beliefs, values, and purpose).
It not only tells what the company does, but why and or how it does it.

MISSION STATEMENT

STEP #7

Mission is a precise description of what an organization
does. It is executional and provides the HOWS of the
business plan.
 It describes the business the organization is in.
 It is concerned with products and services and why
we get paid.
 It provides the framework or context within which the
company’s strategies are formulated, including the
personnel to carry out the organization’s goals.

Working together, the leaders of the
organization will write a precise mission
statement that…
 Describes the business of the
organization.
 Defines the skills and talents needed for
success.
 Defines the internal focus, the external
awareness, and the value proposition we
provide our customers.

Our Mission is…
1. To express our purpose consistently and with clarity.
2. To write
mission
reflects
VOLUME
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services or both – and is in line with our purpose (beliefs and values)

VISION

STEP #8

STEP #9

The company’s vision
supports its beliefs, values,
purpose, and mission. The
vision should resonate within
the organization and help
each employee feel proud,
excited, and part of
something much bigger than
any single individual.
Vision should stretch the
organization’s capabilities
and image of itself. It gives
shape and direction to the
organization’s future.
Vision is an architectural
rendering of what the
company’s future will look
like.

Review the Purpose of your
organization.
Review the Mission of your
organization.
These two should be
consistent with each other.
Note: Your vision is your
company’s or
organization’s destination
that should describe
circumstances that are
qualitatively better than
what now exist.
Your vision is a tool for
measuring the growth and
quality of your
organizational culture and
productivity.

 Individually, write out a
vision of what you wish
your company or
organization to become.
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VISION
Most companies/organizations begin with a vision of what it wants to be. A vision statement needs
to be revisited against the beliefs, values, purpose, and mission of the organization from time to time
and perhaps rewritten. It can be an excellent tool for evaluating the effectiveness and consistency of
the organization’s mission.

 Working in small groups,
share your vision
statement and together
agree on a “shared
vision statement.”
 Share these small group
visions with the entire
class and work until an
agreement can be
reached on a unified and
shared vision statement.

PERFORMANCE PLAN & STRATEGIES – TYING IT ALL TOGETHER
Strategies are the broadly defined four or five key approaches the organization will use to build its
internal culture consistent with its vision and supportive of its mission and performance.

STRATEGIES OUTLINE
Executive Overview:
Brief history of the company; Brief business description and differentiators; Major goals and objectives; Major
strategies and industry knowns; Most significant potential opportunities; Most significant potential risks; Key
success factors.

Connections with Internal Culture:

Connections with vision, purpose, & mission; Organizational structure; Organizational strengths and weaknesses;
Systems.

Connections with External Environment:

Market size and opportunities; Competition and related risks; Regulations that affect the company; Business
solutions, services, and products offered to the marketplace.

Financial Considerations:
Financial sources; Major strategies, tactics, and plans to accomplish stated operational and financial goals; Key
operational and financial success factors; Financial highlights; Financial statements:
Statements of operations • Balance sheets • Statements of member’s investments • Statement of cash flow
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MEASUREMENTS
Measuring the success of any business or organization joins two core strategies: (1) linking
internal customer satisfaction with (2) external customer satisfaction. Ultimately, this means
living up to customer perceptions and performing relative to expectations in areas of service,
product, crises, complaints, delivery, costs, and effectiveness.

MEASUREMENT CRITERIA:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Leadership
Internal Service Quality/Employee Value
Internal Customer Satisfaction
Internal Customer Loyalty
External Service Quality/ Customer Value
External Customer Satisfaction
External Customer Loyalty
Revenue Growth/Profit

Conclusion
The values-based capability template developed above is an instrument that connects a
leadership’s internal culture with its performance culture, including developing products
and services, sales and logistics. This capability template can also become the
foundation of a workshop for employees. It will begin with such fundamental areas as
beliefs, values, and purpose. It also challenges employers to rethink each of these
through the lens of their employees?, products?, and service assessments. A valuesbased organization will be guided by its core beliefs, commitments, and values which will
include such ethical ideals as fair-mindedness, responsibility, integrity, and honesty.
Together, these make up much of our morality and should guide our ethical behaviors.
The purpose in this template is to help us define the MISSION of an organization or
business. This will not be an easy task, but it is one that precedes the pragmatic function
of establishing any values-based program that can be sustained with effectiveness. As
we know, the mission of such a project is in part controlled by our VISION and part by our
employees and customers buying into both our vision and mission. Thus, a discussion of
creating and sustaining a leadership culture will begin and end by creating a vision that
links purpose to mission, which means with the individuals and customers that will
sustain its operation now and into the future. Our vision will help us get a glimpse of the
future. It is created with the understanding that we are growing and that growth implies
change. Change is our constant ally as Victor Frankel said,26 “Where we have a vision of
where we wish to lead and the kind of organization we wish to create, then we act in
ways that we believe are in pursuit of creating that future.”
As a reminder, vision, belief, values, and purpose are difficult in practice to separate. We
do that here for purposes of discussion and to get our thinking moving about valuesbased leadership development. We should be careful how and what we think as leaders,
for the reality of leadership is that it is about unity, change, transformation, relationships,
26
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Strategic Thinking — Building unity within the center without requiring uniformity —
not that everyone give up their individuality but commit themselves to working for the
good of the collective itself.



Continuous Improvement — Understanding that leadership is a transformational
process of continuous self– and organizational-improvement. The key to leadership
development is continuous learning and hopefully we can challenge those whom the
center ultimately serves to become learners for life.



Building Relationships — A vital part of this process will be leaders cultivating leaders.
Without growth, leadership — at any level — cannot be sustained.

LEADERSHIP

and performance. These words and behaviors bundle our responsibilities, but we need to
separate them and discuss them individually and explore their interconnections. We
value what we live in the everyday life of our organizations. Our behaviors define our
commitments to:

We began with a quote from Stuart Levine & Associates.27 We end with that same quote
for we believe it essential to the task of building and sustaining a values-based culture:

“The development of leadership capacity within an organization is
not random. It happens by design. Building an innovative culture
and recruiting talent that understands innovation and the
importance of continuing to learn is critical.”
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